JOURNEY TO JEWISH POPULATION CENTERS
IN UKRAINE
April 26 – May 14, 1999
This report reviews a journey to Jewish population centers in Kyiv and eastern
Ukraine during a three-week period in late April and early May of 1999. The
eastern Ukraine centers included the large industrial cities of Dnipropetrovsk,
Dniprodzerzhinsk, Kharkiv, Zaporizhya, and Donetsk, as well as the smaller urban
area of Novomoskovsk.1
Ukraine is the second largest new state to have emerged from the former Soviet
Union, following only Russia in size. It is approximately equal in both territorial
expanse and population to France. Reflecting economic decline and emigration,
its population has diminished from over 52 million at the time of Ukrainian
independence in 1991 to 49.98 million in 1999.2
The Ukrainian economy, which had been in recession even before the August
1998 devaluation of the ruble in neighboring Russia, remains deeply troubled. Its
real growth rate is negative, declining 4.2 percent during the first quarter of 1999.
Inflation increased 2.3 percent in April 1999 and is likely to grow substantially as
the government finds it desirable to print money to pay wage arrears of
approximately three billion dollars before Presidential elections in October 1999.
Pension payments, which average about $15 monthly, also are in arrears and
may become a government priority before the October 31 voting.
Unemployment, though difficult to measure, is high and growing.3 The gross
domestic product per capita is about $2,500, and the average monthly salary is
about $40.
According to the Ukrainian Ministry of Finance, the country owes foreign creditors
$12.4 billion. State bank reserves in mid-May 1999 were $896 million. The
International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and several Western countries continue
to finance the current government of Prime Minister Leonid Kuchma, which is
considered market-oriented despite major flaws and repeated failures to meet
Western conditions. Kuchma has been in constant conflict with the majority leftist
Rada (lower house of Parliament), which has repeatedly blocked reform
measures introduced by the President and his allies. Western lenders are
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Ukrainian orthography is used in the spelling of all place-names and all Ukrainian Jewish
organizations in this report that use Ukrainian in their own documentation.
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Reuters, June 9, 1999.
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As in neighboring Russia, unemployment often is concealed by the practice of placing workers
on “extended leave” without pay.
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demanding reforms in agriculture, manufacturing, energy, and banking. Among
the specific appeals are: accelerated privatization of farmland and numerous
industrial sectors; deregulation of government-controlled natural gas and
electricity distribution monopolies; better bank depositor protection; and reform of
the court system. Great apprehension is voiced about the possible victory of
Communists and Socialists, backed by disgruntled workers and pensioners, in the
forthcoming Presidential election.
Western observers also are troubled by continuing erosion of freedom of the
press. Almost all national daily newspapers are controlled by the government or
by political interest groups and oligarchs friendly to the government. The
opposition press faces harassment through such measures as intimidation of
potential advertisers and consequent loss of revenue, inconsistently applied tax
and libel laws, and physical attacks upon key writers and editors.
Some of the large ethnic Russian minority, which constitutes about one-quarter of
the total population and is concentrated in the eastern and more industrialized
part of Ukraine, is nostalgic for the Soviet Union and supportive of efforts by
Russia to increase its influence in Ukraine. The Russian National Unity
(Русское национальное единство; known by its Russian initials, RNE) party,
a fascist group led by veteran racist Alexander Barkashov, is increasingly active in
Ukraine and is contributing to a growing sense of insecurity among the 300,000 to
400,000 Jews who live in the country.
The Jewish population is concentrated in four cities: Kyiv (70,000 to 100,000
Jews), Dnipropetrovsk (45,000), and Kharkiv and Odessa (35,000 to 40,000
each). Ukrainian Jewry is losing about 40,000 individuals annually due to heavy
emigration and a high mortality rate. The average age of Ukrainian Jewry is about
56 and the death to birth ratio is believed to be about 13:1.4 In view of the
demographic decline, some groups working with Ukrainian Jews now prefer to
lease premises, rather than purchase real estate, fearing that a diminishing
population (and the organizations that serve them) will be burdened by
unnecessarily large property holdings within a few years.
Antisemitism is perceived by observers to be increasing in Ukraine, spurred by
the need among some elements of the population to find scapegoats for
continuing economic distress. Provocative actions by such groups as Russian
National Unity and occasional antisemitic statements by some individuals
associated with Rukh, a Ukrainian national party, are thought to be secondary in
generating anti-Jewish bigotry. Although growing antisemitism is causing some
unease among Ukrainian Jews, it is less serious than in neighboring Russia and is
not yet a significant factor in generating Jewish emigration. Observers note that
President Kuchma is “well connected” with local Jews. However, the 1999
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Interview with Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich, Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine, May 13, 1999.
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campaign of a Jewish candidate for mayor of Kyiv was attacked in antisemitic

posters and leaflets.

Map of Ukraine. Available: http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/oleh/map.html.
As in Russia, a disproportionately large number of Jews are deemed oligarchs,
i.e., among those in a small group who exercise control over important sectors of
the government, often for selfish and/or corrupt purposes. Three of the five men
most closely associated with Prime Minister Kuchma are strongly identified with
the Jewish community: Grigory Surkis of Kyiv, Viktor Pinchuk of Dnipropetrovsk,
and Vadim Rabinovich, who commutes between Kyiv and Israel.5 Other Jewish

5

Mr. Surkis is best known as the owner of the Kyiv Dynamo soccer team. He also controls the
Slavutych holding company (oil, electricity, metals), has a stake in the television station Inter, and
publishes the business magazine Zakon ⊆ Biznes (Law and Business). Viktor Pinchuk, is the
owner of Interpipe, which manufactures seamless steel pipes, and also deals in gas. He controls
Fakty, the highest-circulation daily newspaper in Ukraine, and Channel 11, an important
Dnipropetrovsk television station. The controversial Vadim Rabinovich, probably the wealthiest of
all of the oligarchs, operates the Swiss-based holding company Rico Capital Group and owns two
Kyiv publications, the newspaper Stolichniye Novosti (Capital News) and the business magazine
Delovaya Nedelya (Business Week). Mr. Rabinovich also controls significant time slots on both
the major state television channel and the major state radio station. Prime Minister Kuchma
ceased taking contributions from Rabinovich in 1998 and arranged for his deportation to Israel as
this report was being completed. See below.
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businessmen with national influence are: Yehven Chervonenko, Eduard Shifrin,
and Vadim Shulman of Kyiv; Gennady Bogolyubov of Dnipropetrovsk; and Efim
Zvyagilsky of Donetsk. All of these men are active in Jewish communal life in
their home cities and on a national level.
National Jewish communal activity in Ukraine is complex and subject to some
disdain for a public feud that has erupted between two newly-organized umbrella
groups claiming to represent Ukrainian Jewry. Each held rival inaugural
congresses in Kyiv during the first part of April 1999. Although casual observers
may find the rivalry ludicrous, participants and even foreign governments are
concerned about the competing claims to legitimacy and see little humor in the
conflict. The first group, United Jewish Community of Ukraine (Обеднана
єврейська община Украіни) held its organizing conference April 5-6; it is
backed by Vadim Rabinovich and succeeds his All-Ukraine Jewish Congress
(Всеукраінський єврейський конгресс), which he had founded in 1997. The
inaugural meeting of the new Rabinovich group was hastily called, designed to
upstage the long-scheduled initial session of the Jewish Confederation of
Ukraine (Єврейська конфедерація украіни), which met April 12-14. The
latter organization is backed by Chief Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich and a number of
wealthy businessmen.
Mr. Rabinovich is on the “watch list” of the United States, denied entry to the U.S.
and shunned by senior American officials because of his involvement in narcotics
trafficking, weapons trading with rogue states, money laundering, and other
criminal pursuits. He also is barred from Britain and Austria.6 Rabinovich
appears to be the only significant backer of United Jewish Community, spending
large sums to attract paid “rent-a-crowd” delegates to attend a lavish organizing
conference. His leadership style is said to be dictatorial and mercurial, and his
actual achievements in the philanthropic world are capricious and meager relative
to his means, consisting mainly of support for restoration of the well-known
Brodsky synagogue and development of a fledgling Jewish community center in
Kyiv. His only prominent local Jewish associates are Rabbi Moshe Asman, an
independent Chabad rabbi in Kyiv7, and Arkady Monastirsky, a former ally of Ilya
Levitas, now affiliated with the Jewish Confederation. Mr. Rabinovich abruptly
terminated for petty political reasons an earlier grant in support of soup kitchens in
six cities, leaving 258 elderly Jews without food.8 Once one of President
Kuchma’s major backers, Mr. Rabinovich is widely perceived as initiating his
6

His unlawful activity attracted attention in the Israeli press in August 1998 when then Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu refused to attend a dinner at which Rabinovich was to have been
honored. The organization sponsoring the dinner revoked the award.
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Mr. Rabinovich has provided financial assistance to Rabbi Asman and to the Brodsky
Synagogue with which Rabbi Asman is associated. See pages 7-9.
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The Joint Distribution Committee is now funding three of these soup kitchens.
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Jewish communal activity to enhance his image, which has been badly damaged
by the various reports of his numerous criminal activities. Should rehabilitation
prove elusive, it is thought that Mr. Rabinovich will attempt to use his philanthropic
activity as protection against an eventual bid by the Ukrainian government, under
American and other Western pressure, to deport him for his criminal conduct. At
that time, it is predicted, Mr. Rabinovich will claim that antisemites are persecuting
him for his Jewish philanthropic efforts and will appeal to foreign leaders for
support.9
Four existing organizations merged to form the Jewish Confederation of
Ukraine: the Vaad (identified with Yosif Zissels and Rabbi Yaakov Bleich); the
Ukrainian Jewish Council (Єврейська рада Украіни; Ilya Levitas); the Kyiv
Municipal Jewish Community (Киівська місьска єврейська громада; Rabbi
Bleich); and the Union of Jewish Religious Organizations of Ukraine
(Об’єднання іудейських релігійних організацій Украіни; Rabbi Bleich).10
Its structure provides representation for a number of smaller Jewish groups, such
as the Union of Jewish Students, Magen Avot (a national welfare organization), an
association that supports preservation of Jewish buildings and cemeteries, the
Association for Humanistic Judaism, the Association of Jewish [Day] Schools, and
the Jewish Press Association.
The Confederation has attracted the leadership and financial support of more than
20 wealthy Jewish businessmen from across Ukraine.11
However, the
organization may be equally noteworthy for its initial failure to attract the ten Or
Avner Chabad communities in Ukraine, which include the major Jewish population
centers of Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, and Donetsk.
Rabbi Bleich, a KarlinerStoliner hasid, is keenly aware of their absence and is negotiating with Or Avner,
the Chabad umbrella group, to effect their inclusion.12
Rabbi Bleich also
recognizes that inclusion of several individuals with questionable leadership styles
who are associated with member organizations of the Confederation may prove
problematic, but believes that their shortcomings can be surmounted; their
exclusion might have created enemies for the nascent organization.
The establishment of the Confederation, with its capacity to outmaneuver and
undermine Vadim Rabinovich, has drawn widespread encouragement from
Western countries and international Jewish organizations, many of which are
9

Mr. Rabinovich has placed numerous “advertorials” in the English-language Kyiv Post and in
other newspapers promoting United Jewish Community of Ukraine and his own defining role in it.
10

Rabbi Bleich, was the guiding force behind organization of the Confederation. Born and raised
in Brooklyn, he maintains close ties with the U.S. Department of State.
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At least four of the businessmen actually live in Israel and commute to Ukraine. Another lives
in Canada.

12

Rabbi Moshe Asman of Kyiv is independent of Or Avner. United Jewish Community of Ukraine
(Rabinovich) also has failed to attract the mainstream Chabad Jewish communal organizations.
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troubled by Mr. Rabinovich’s use of Ukrainian Jewry as a potential shield against
prosecution for his criminal operations. The organizing conference of the
Confederation was attended by an extraordinary array of foreign dignitaries who
wished to show their support for an alternative to Mr. Rabinovich -- ambassadors
from eight countries, as well as numerous foreign rabbis and officials of foreign
Jewish organizations. Also in attendance were many prominent local public
figures.13
Kyiv
1. Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich, a Karliner-Stoliner hasid and Chief Rabbi of Kyiv
and Ukraine, remains the dominant Jewish figure in Kyiv. His primary focus
during the past year has been developing the Jewish Confederation of Ukraine.
Rabbi Bleich is respected throughout the country for his analytical and organizing
skills as well as his inclusive approach to community-building. He maintains
productive ties with Ukrainian government officials and the foreign diplomatic
corps.
Rabbi Bleich also has embarked on several renovation projects. The basement of
his synagogue on Shekavitskaya street in the Podol district is being renovated for
use as a Jewish community center. Several affiliates of the Kyiv Municipal Jewish
Community will have offices in this facility, and program space will be set aside for
various Jewish youth activities. The Ministry of Religion has informed Rabbi
Bleich that it soon will return a three-story building near the Lybid Hotel in the
center of Kyiv to the Jewish community. Rabbi Bleich intends to use most of this
structure for offices of the Jewish Confederation of Ukraine; a small synagogue
also will be located in the building.14
The matza factory on the premises of the Shekavitskaya street synagogue baked
120 tons of matza this year, distributing it throughout Ukraine and in adjacent

13

The ambassadors included the representatives in Ukraine of the United States, Canada,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria, and Greece. Israel, whose ambassador was
absent from Kyiv at that time, sent its charg⎯ d’affaires. Among the Jewish dignitaries were: Lord
Jakobovits, the former Chief Rabbi of Britain and current President of the Conference of European
Rabbis; the chief rabbis of France, Belgium, Greece, London, Berlin, and Moscow; Serge
Cwaigenbaum, Secretary-General of the European Jewish Congress; and Amos Lahat, Acting
Director of the Jewish Agency Department for the Former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The
local dignitaries included: Leonid Kravchuk, the first President of Ukraine; numerous other
government figures; and many prominent Jews.

14

Some observers have suggested that Rabbi Bleich is eager to develop in a synagogue in the
center of Kyiv so that he can “compete” more effectively with the centrally-located Brodsky
synagogue. The existing Shekavitskaya street synagogue is located in Podol, an area that
appears to have relatively few young families.
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countries. Among its customers was the large Chabad organization in Ukraine,
which previously imported its matza from Israel.
2. Rabbi Bleich was the catalyst in organizing the Kyiv Municipal Jewish
Community, an umbrella group embracing: the Makor Youth Center (a
coordinating and resource center for Jewish youth groups); a comprehensive
educational program that includes a nursery school, day school, summer camps
for children and adolescents, and teacher-training programs; a club for
intellectuals; a monthly newspaper (Водрождение-91or Revival-91); a weekly
television program (Yachad); an educational publishing center; a literary union for
young writers; a children’s theater; a musical theater; musical and dance
ensembles; a sports club; the Hesed Avot welfare program (in cooperation with
the Joint Distribution Committee); a Jewish women’s club (Chavah); a memorial
association that perpetuates memory of Holocaust victims; and a chevra kadisha
(burial service).
3. Born in Leningrad (St. Petersburg), Rabbi Moshe Asman began to study
Hebrew and Judaism as an adolescent, meeting clandestinely with like-minded
other young people and several elderly rabbis who had spent decades in Siberian
labor camps for their commitment to Jewish tradition. He emigrated to Israel as a
young man in 1987, entering a yeshiva almost immediately upon his arrival in
Zion.
Initially sponsored by Tsirei Chabad (Young Chabad), an Israeli group aligned
with former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and associated with Rabbi Yosif
Aronov, Rabbi Asman came to Kyiv in 1996 to develop Jewish religious and
communal life at the great Brodsky synagogue,15 a historic landmark. The
synagogue had been
confiscated by the Communists in 1926 and
was operating as a
puppet theater.

Artist’s rendering of the
renovated Brodsky
Synagogue as seen on
cover of a fundraising
prospectus.

15

The Brodsky synagogue was constructed in 1898 with funds contributed by Lev Brodsky (18521923), one of five wealthy brothers who were generous supporters of numerous Jewish causes.
The major portion of the family fortune derived from the sugar industry.
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Negotiations for its return to the Jewish community commenced shortly after
Ukrainian independence in 1991. Ordered by governmental authorities to vacate
the synagogue in 1993, the puppet theater refused to do so. Additional pressure
was applied to the puppet theater following Rabbi Asman’s arrival, including the
implementation of various Jewish programs alongside the puppet theater
activities. Finally, upon payment of $100,000 to the puppet theater management
by Vadim Rabinovich, the puppet theater left the building in December 1997.16
Rabbi Asman has begun extensive renovation of the synagogue. Its major
features are a large sanctuary, a smaller prayer room, a kitchen and a dining
room seating 300, six classrooms, several conference rooms, and a mikveh.
Funding for completion of the project is in doubt, in part because Tsirei Chabad
terminated support for Rabbi Asman.17
Reflecting a lack of experience in
Western countries, Rabbi Asman has found it difficult to attract other foreign
sponsors.18 Although Rabbi Asman has had some success in outreach efforts to
both local and foreign Jews in Kyiv, these efforts have not yielded significant
financial resources.
Notwithstanding the current renovation process, which has left much of the
synagogue unavailable for daily use, Rabbi Asman continues to operate a number
of community programs, some of which are located temporarily in other quarters.
The programs include daily prayer services, various classes, a library, youth and
women’s activities, projects with the hearing-impaired, outreach to prisoners,
holiday celebrations, publication of a monthly newspaper (От сердца к сердцу
or From Heart to Heart) with a circulation of 30,000, a soup kitchen serving 100
elderly Jews six days each week,19 and distribution of a limited amount of
medicine and clothing to those in need. The synagogue also operates a small

16

The $100,000 gift was designated for renovations at the Kyiv building now used by the puppet
theater. In response to the demand by the theater to support repairs and improvements at its new
facilities, the synagogue asked the theater for compensation to cover more than 40 years of
unpaid rent as well as remodeling and restoration of the synagogue. The synagogue’s request
was not answered.
17

Rabbi Aronov is known for his proclivity to maintain tight control over all programs under his
purview, a strategy that is difficult to apply successfully when attempting to direct operations in the
post-Soviet states from abroad. The relationship between him and Rabbi Asman could not be
sustained.
18

Rabbi Asman has prepared a fairly sophisticated list of “naming opportunities” for renovation of
the synagogue and support of various synagogue and communal activities. However, he lacks
contacts and experience in Western countries, a situation that became obvious on a recent
unsuccessful fundraising trip to the United States.
19

The Joint Distribution Committee contributed $15,000 toward renovation of the synagogue
kitchen and continues to support the cost of meals for 60 of the clients four days each week.
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store in which kosher food products and various Judaica items are sold. Rabbi
Asman recently opened a 10-acre Jewish cemetery; he is using scrap wood from
the synagogue reconstruction to assemble caskets, stacks of which could be seen
among the building materials in the future sanctuary.
The Chabad nursery school and Jewish day school in Kyiv remain under the
supervision of Rabbi Yosif Aronov of Israel. (See below.) A summer camp
previously operated by Rabbi Asman will not be operated in 1999 due to a
shortage of funds.
Rabbi Asman acknowledges the unsavory reputation of his only major sponsor,
Vadim Rabinovich, who, as of mid-May 1999, had given $100,000 to the
synagogue for payment to the puppet theater to encourage its departure from the
synagogue premises. Mr. Rabinovich has promised additional funds, but has
made no further donations. Defensive about his relationship with the notorious
figure, Rabbi Asman said that Mr. Rabinovich offered help when he (Rabbi
Asman) was experiencing “hard times” [regarding the continuing occupation of the
synagogue by the puppet theater]; therefore, he continued, he is obligated to
assist Mr. Rabinovich when he is having difficulties. He added that Mr.
Rabinovich was careful to offer only kosher food at the organizing conference of
the United Jewish Community of Ukraine.
Aware of the historical significance of the Brodsky synagogue and its
advantageous location in a central area of Kyiv, Rabbi Asman declared, “This
can’t be a shtiebel.” In his fundraising booklet, he refers to the structure as “The
Great Synagogue of Kyiv and Jewish Community Center”.
4. Rabbi David Wilfond, an American, represents the World Union for
Progressive Judaism (Reform movement) in Ukraine. Arriving in Kyiv in
September 1997 shortly being ordained at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati,
Rabbi Wilfond is leaving Ukraine in June 1999 to accept a rabbinic post in a
Boston-area Reform temple.
Rabbi Wifond’s responsibilities included leadership of the WUPJ Hatikvah
congregation in Kyiv and supervision of the Kyiv-based Institute for Modern
Jewish Studies, a two-year program designed to prepare individuals for ‘pararabbinic’ positions in nascent Reform congregations in Ukraine, Russia, and
Belarus. Rabbi Wilfond also worked with the other 17 Ukrainian Reform
congregational groups, most of which are in smaller Jewish population centers
and none of which has a rabbi.
The Hatikvah congregation gathers in the former Karaite synagogue, which it
rents for several days each week. The Joint Distribution Committee pays 50
percent of the rent. In addition to regular worship services, the 40-family
congregation sponsors various educational programs and holiday observances.
Betsy Gidwitz
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Rabbi Wilfond noted the prevalence of family breakdown in Ukraine, observing
that very few “normative families” were members of Hatikvah. The congregation
had become their stable family, he said.
The Institute for Modern Jewish Studies will move from Kyiv to Moscow in the fall
and will be supervised by Rabbi Haim Ben-Yakov, the Moscow native who began
to work in the Russian capital in mid-1998. The current first-year class includes
13 students, both men and women; two are from Belarus, three are from Kyiv, one
is from Kharkiv, and the remaining six are from small towns, including three from
Zholtiye Vody (Yellow Waters), a town with perhaps 300 Jews in Dnipropetrovsk
oblast.20 Their curriculum includes Hebrew language, Jewish texts, Jewish
history, tefillah (prayer), Jewish music, and principles of community work.
Ten of the 13 students enrolled in the inaugural first-year course in 1997-1998 are
now completing the second year. Each is assigned to a nascent WUPJ
congregation, often in or near their hometown, and returns to Kyiv for two-week
seminars at intervals throughout the year. They are posted in Minsk, Kharkiv, and
eight smaller Jewish population centers. Although it was hoped that they would
open Sunday schools, none is doing so. Most are leading a Shabbat service on
Friday evenings and a chavurah group on Saturdays, said Rabbi Wilfond. He
expressed some exasperation with the program, saying that the first year
intensive course in Kyiv was too brief to cover the material that was necessary for
effectiveness in future community work. Perhaps more important, concepts new
to Ukrainian life after 70 years of communism -- such as individual initiative,
accountability, and tolerance -- are difficult to instill in a short time period.
Further, Rabbi Wilfond could not supervise the students in their fieldwork because
he lacked the time and funds necessary to travel around Ukraine and observe
them in their positions. The World Union had entrusted a Kyiv “lay leader” with
the payroll and program budget for their labor; with these resources, the lay leader
had become the de facto supervisor and, in effect, had sabotaged the program.
The lay leader established impractical working hours for the student interns and
generally bullied them.
Rabbi Wilfond noted with some annoyance that the same lay leader, who is
President of the Association of Congregations for Progressive Judaism in
Ukraine, had affiliated that organization with Vadim Rabinovich’s United Jewish
Community of Ukraine and had become a UJCU vice-president -- without ever
discussing the matter with Rabbi Wilfond.
Rabbi Wilfond expressed his
agreement with the observations about post-Soviet indigenous leadership that this

20

An oblast (область) is an administrative region in Ukraine (and Russia) with authority between
that of a county and a state in the United States. Ukraine contains 26 oblasts, two of which are
cities with oblast status; these are the capital city of Kyiv and the military district/seaport of
Sevastopol. Kyiv oblast refers to territory around Kyiv, not the city itself. (Crimea has the status of
a republic within Ukraine.)
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writer had made in a recent monograph,21 adding that those who came forward as
leaders often were more interested in “controlship” than in leadership. The
individual in Kyiv was not the only WUPJ community leader who was causing
difficulties for the Progressive movement in Ukraine, he said.
The WUPJ was no longer working with Eduard Khodos, the problematic lay leader
in Kharkiv, said Rabbi Wilfond.22 Mr. Khodos and the President of the
Association of Congregations for Progressive Judaism in Ukraine were in serious
disagreement with one another over a personal issue and could no longer work
together. Both of the two different WUPJ congregational groups in Kharkiv, each
of which had been controlled by Mr. Khodos, have been dissolved. Rabbi Wilfond
observed that Mr. Khodos had manipulated each of the groups for his own
purposes, “looking for an air of authenticity or credibility with a respectable group”.
He added that Mr. Khodos’ intentions in appropriating a Jewish communal
leadership role appeared to be similar to those of Vadim Rabinovich.
Rabbi Wilfond will be succeeded in Kyiv by Rabbi Alexander Dukhovny (formerly
Beliatsev), a 48-year old recent graduate of the Leo Baeck Institute, the WUPJaffiliated rabbinic seminary in London. A native of Kyiv, Rabbi Dukhovny had
been one of the founders of the Hatikvah congregation and had previously worked
for the Joint Distribution Committee and for Intourist.23 Some discussion ensued
about the appropriateness of Rabbi Dukhovny’s lifestyle for a rabbinic role in the
post-Soviet successor states and about the evaluation process used by WUPJ in
selecting citizens of the post-Soviet states for rabbinic training. Rabbi Wilfond
noted that another newly-ordained post-Soviet rabbi had worked in Ukraine for
about six months before terminating her agreement with the World Union and
emigrating to Canada. A better assessment process would have detected her
lack of suitability for congregational and community work before she had
embarked upon the costly Leo Baeck course, he said.
5. The Jewish Gymnasium (School #299) enrolls about 425 pupils in three
different buildings: a preschool and lower school for both boys and girls in one
facility, and a middle/high school in separate buildings for boys and for girls.
Operating under the supervision of Rabbi Bleich, the school curriculum includes
daily instruction in Hebrew and two daily class periods in Jewish tradition.

21

See Betsy Gidwitz, Post-Soviet Jewry: The Critical Issues (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Center for
Public Affairs, 1999), pp. 23-24, and note 8 on pp. 64-65.
22

The writer informed Rabbi Wilfond of recent developments in the Khodos situation in Kharkiv,
having been in that city during the previous week. See pp. 62-64.

23

Dukhovny (духовный) means “spiritual” in Russian. One of Rabbi Dukhovny’s ancestors is
said to have been named Dukhovny, a not uncommon Slavic Jewish surname.
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6. The Simcha day school is operated by Tsirei Chabad, the Chabad group
identified with Rabbi Yosif Aronov of Israel. Enrolling 92 youngsters at the time of
its establishment in 1992, it now has 80 children in four pre-school classes and
355 pupils in grades one through eight. According to school Principal Igor
Hilemsky, Simcha intends to add grades nine through eleven, the final three
grades in Soviet/post-Soviet schools, in the near future.
The preschool and grades one through four meet in a former preschool building in
a new area of Kyiv. The building is filled to capacity. It appeared exceptionally
neat and clean, and its hallways were tastefully decorated with art by pupils and a
variety of professionally prepared materials about Israel.
The middle school classes, which the writer did not visit, are held in a section of a
public school.
Mr. Hilemsky indicated that such an arrangement was
unsatisfactory and that both pupils and teachers were eager to move into a
recently completed new middle/high school that is housed within half of another
former preschool building located in the same general neighborhood as the
preschool/lower school. (Simcha would like to renovate and use the second half
of the building as well, but lacks the funds to do so.)
Although the school year was due to end about two weeks after the writer’s visit,
Mr. Hilemsky hoped to move into the new building before the start of summer
vacation. A computer classroom was furnished with modern computer desks, but
had no computers due to a funding shortfall.24 Until the school is able to install
computers, said Mr. Hilemsky, it will teach “computer theory” one period each
week to pupils in the middle and upper grades. Mr. Hilemsky added that the
school lacks not only a computer laboratory, but also other types of technical and
electronic equipment necessary for contemporary education.
According to Mr. Hilemsky and a visiting associate of Rabbi Aronov in Israel, the
school has two Israeli teachers as well as three young women from a Chabad
seminary in Israel as assistant teachers of Jewish subjects. Pupils have four
hours of Judaic studies each week, including both Hebrew language and Jewish
history and culture. It is hoped that the total number of Judaic studies class
periods will be increased to six in 1999-2000.25 One room in the preschool/lower
school building is designated for religious studies and contains attractive displays
of various Judaica, such as Shabbat candlesticks, and wall mountings explaining
rituals and holidays. The school appears to be strongly Zionist in its orientation.
The Simcha school operates an eight-hour day, a schedule that is very attractive
to parents. Three meals are served to all pupils each day, and four leased buses
24

According to Ehud Balser, First Secretary at the Embassy of Israel in Kyiv, the Simcha school
will receive computers through ORT in autumn 1999 or in 2000. See below.
25

Most schools in the Chabad Or Avner network have at least eight hours of Judaic studies
weekly, four of which are in Hebrew language instruction and the other four in Jewish tradition and
Jewish history or culture. The Simcha school is not associated with Or Avner.
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transport youngsters between their homes and the school buildings. The
relationship between the school and Rabbi Aronov in Israel limits its appeal to
other potential sponsors, either individual or institutional, local or international.
7. School #128, which the writer visited in 1998, is the third Jewish day school in
Kyiv. Operated by Nativ and the Israeli Ministry of Education, it shares a
building with a secular school on the left bank of the Dnipr River. Each of the two
schools enrolls about 300 pupils.26
A second Israeli-government school will open in Kyiv in September 1999. A
building has been secured for a full gymnasium, which, Israeli government
officials believe, has the potential to attract 300 to 400 pupils.27 Officially, both the
new school and the Jewish section of School #128 will continue to operate
because they are in different areas of the city, but some observers expect that the
Jewish section of School #128 will be absorbed by the new school because the
existing mixed school arrangement is awkward.
8.
Yad Yisroel, the Karliner-Stoliner support organization for its programs in
the post-Soviet states, operates a boarding school for boys in Kyiv, in addition
to its day schools in Kyiv (#299) and Lviv. Currently in its second year, the
program enrolls 42 boys under the overall supervision of Rabbi Moshe Fima, a
native of England. Inna Yoffe, a local woman, is the deputy head with specific
responsibility for the dormitory.
All of the boys are from Ukraine, most from unstable homes. The majority are
from Kyiv and small Jewish population centers in central and western Ukraine, the
areas in which the Karliner-Stoliner presence is strongest.28 Some of the
youngsters are so troubled or have attended such inferior schools in the past that
they are two years behind appropriate grade levels.
Anticipating such conditions, the residential program was designed to have its
own school with very small classes, rather than enroll youngsters in School #299.
26

See Betsy Gidwitz, Visit to Jewish Communities in Ukraine and Moldova, April 1-30, 1998, pp.

8-9.
27

Interview with Ehud Balser. See below.

28

Three additional residential programs for Jewish children exist in Ukraine. Homes for about 70
boys and girls are operated by Chabad in Dnipropetrovsk (see below) and by Ohr Somayach in
Odessa. The former tends to draw children from eastern Ukraine, although youngsters are
referred to it by Chabad emissaries in other parts of Ukraine and in Russia. The majority of Ohr
Somayach children are from Odessa and southern Ukraine. A smaller program for about 12
youngsters is operated in Korosten. A Kharkiv-based boarding school supported by the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America is less focused on accommodating youngsters from
unstable home situations.
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Classes are held in a building adjacent to the Shekavitskaya street synagogue,
and include five class periods every day in secular subjects, two in Jewish
tradition, and one in Hebrew. The secular program employs 14 local teachers and
the Judaic curriculum employs four instructors, two from Israel and two from
Ukraine. On Sundays, the boys are taken to School #299 for computer studies
and classes in physical education. Tours to places of Jewish interest in Ukraine
are included in the program.
It is expected that all boys in the program will continue their post-secondary
education at institutions in Israel, Britain, the United States, or Canada with which
the Karliner-Stoliner movement has ties. Parents are informed of this expectation
when boys enroll in the boarding school and are consulted about the destinations
of their sons. It is unlikely that any of the boys will remain in Ukraine as adults.
Most of the seven boys in the 1999 graduating class, the first in the two-year
history of the program, will go to Israel.
Some are entering Machon
Lev/Jerusalem College of Technology and others are enrolling in preparatory year
courses for entrance into Israeli universities.
The program will expand in fall 1999 to serve 98 boys between the ages of 10 and
17. They will be accommodated in a large former pre-school building remodeled
to include housing arrangements (in rooms with three or four beds) on its second
floor and classrooms and other activity space on its ground floor. Rabbi Fima
anticipates no problems in recruiting enough boys for the program. A similar
program for girls will open in part of the building used for the preschool and lower
grades of School #299. The program receives funding from several individual
donors and from World Jewish Relief (London).
9. The Hillel Jewish student organization established a unit in Kyiv in 1994. The
writer met with its director Yosif Akselrod and his two associates, Sasha Koifman
and Yulia Belitovskaya, at Kyiv Hillel, a ground floor apartment consisting of a
meeting room, a publications center, and several small offices. These premises
serve as headquarters for Hillel throughout Ukraine (including other groups in
Lviv, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, and Odessa) and Belarus and as a base for Kyiv
Hillel activities. Because the meeting occurred on a public holiday, no Hillel
members were using the facility at the time.
Mr. Akselrod said that Kyiv Hillel has 200 members, 60 to 70 of whom are
activists. It is the largest youth organization in Ukraine. The Hillel unit is an
outgrowth of a group originally called Aviv, which was a student club at
International Solomon University29 in Kyiv. According to Mr. Akselrod, about 75
percent of Hillel members are students at ISU; the remaining Hillel members are
29

International Solomon University is a for-profit business venture enrolling about 1,200 students.
Although often described as a Jewish university, it enrolls a very large proportion of non-Jewish
students.
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enrolled at six or seven other post-secondary institutions, including Kyiv
Polytechnic Institute, a finance institution, a physical education institute, and other
state and private colleges.
Kyiv Hillel has four goals, said Mr. Akselrod. The first is to create conditions for a
Jewish renaissance. Hillel should help Jewish students return to their Jewish
roots. It includes families in its programming, such as holding a seder for Hillel
student families and organizing a Hillel family camp this summer.30 Second, Hillel
prepares future leaders for the Jewish community. Five former Hillel members
are now employed by JDC, and Hillel professionals Mr. Koifman and Ms.
Belitovskaya are former Hillel activists. Third, Hillel teaches students to care for
others in the Jewish community. Hillel members work with Hesed Avot (the JDCsponsored Kyiv Jewish welfare center) in several program areas, such as leading
Shabbat observances in the hesed and in “warm homes”,31 holiday celebrations,
home visits to homebound sick and elderly Jews, and delivery of JDC food
parcels to needy Jewish elderly. Fourth, Hillel provides Jewish students with
many opportunities to spend their free time in Jewish surroundings, thus
encouraging a strong Jewish identity and combating assimilation.
Kyiv Hillel offers a number of specific programs. Its Hebrew Club, which had two
members last year, now has 18 to 20 regular participants. The Israel Cultural
Center (attached to the Embassy of Israel) provides a teacher without cost, who is
an excellent instructor. Another educational program is “English tea”, a weekly
session for members who wish to practice their English language skills. Hillel
holds both traditional and non-traditional Shabbat activities, and also sponsors a
“Shabbat-on-wheels” program in which students celebrate Shabbat with elderly
Jews in their own apartments. Hillel members make three-day visits to small
Jewish population centers in which they observe Shabbat with local Jews by
leading Shabbat services, directing Jewish youth activities, visiting Jewish elderly,
and conducting havdala rituals. Hillel organized student Rosh Hashana services
at the synagogue of Rabbi Bleich; 100 young people attended these observances,
and another 500 students participated in informal Rosh Hashana activities.
The 1999 Pesach project with American students from Hebrew University
(Jerusalem) involved 50 Kyiv Hillel members. The mixed teams of American and
Ukrainian Jewish students held seders for 3,700 people in 31 cities, including 50
seders in “warm homes” and 40 mini-seders for house-bound seniors in their own
apartments.

30

Typically, many more post-Soviet students attend post-secondary institutions in their home
cities than is the case in the United States. Thus, inclusion of student families in Hillel
programming should be easier in the successor states than it might be in the U.S. Mr. Akselrod
observed that parents were very proud of the roles of their children in leading the seder.
31

A “warm home” is a private apartment in which a specific group of elderly Jews meets on a
regular basis for a meal and socializing.
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Kyiv Hillel produces its own newspaper and sponsors a vocal ensemble of eight
girls. The ensemble has a repertoire in Russian, Hebrew, Yiddish, and English,
and has given many performances. A Hillel drama group has a professional
director and is beginning to perform throughout Ukraine for participants in local
heseds. Hillel sponsors various intellectual contests on Jewish themes and
operates its own Internet website. Hillel also offers monthly lectures by Jewish
speakers, which are presented in a talk-show format and held in local restaurants.
Mr. Akselrod said that the Hillel process enables student members to feel
empowered and responsible. Kyiv Hillel holds a reception every fall to welcome
new students and invites members to create their own programs. They would like
to start a family club so as to involve students’ families in an organized manner.
Speaking of Hillel operations throughout Ukraine, Mr. Akselrod said that a
conference of all Hillel directors in the country would be held shortly. He added
that Hillel intended to invite Vadim Rabinovich of United Jewish Community of
Ukraine to attend these meetings. When questioned whether an invitation to Mr.
Rabinovich was wise in view of international Jewish opposition to Mr.
Rabinovich’s participation in Jewish communal activity, Mr. Akselrod responded
that Hillel should work with all Jewish communities in Ukraine. He commented
that Mr. Rabinovich had not yet provided any funding to the Hillel organization in
Ukraine or in Kyiv.
Addressing the Hillel aspect of the Chicago-Kyiv sister-city relationship, Mr.
Akselrod said the Kyiv Hillel would like to develop strong ties with Illinois Hillel. It
would be possible, he said, for some Kyiv Hillel members to host Illinois Hilllel
students in their homes. He hopes that the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan
Chicago will be able to extend some financial assistance to Kyiv Hillel, just as the
Boston Jewish federation had helped the new Hillel group in Dnipropetrovsk.32
Mr. Akselrod expressed disappointment that an article about Kyiv Hillel that had
been sent to Illinois Hillel was not printed in any Illinois Hillel publication. He said
that many Jewish young people lived in both Kyiv and Odessa and that he
foresees a “great future” for Jewish young people in these areas.
10. Rabbi Yaakov Bleich has been contacted recently by representatives of the
Israeli government about the possibility of opening a Jewish studies center in
cooperation with a prestigious Ukrainian university, such as Kyiv Shevchenko
University or Kyiv Mohilansky Academy (KMA). An institution of this type
would be similar in structure to the Center for Jewish Studies and Civilization
in Moscow, a joint venture between Hebrew University and Moscow State
32

Through the International Center of Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish Campus Life, the Boston
Jewish federation (Combined Jewish Philanthropies) has provided $5,000 to Dnipropetrovsk Hillel
for Pesach seminars and for transportation and other expenses of one Dnipropetrovsk Hillel
student leader to attend the 1999 Hillel Leaders Assembly in the United States.
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University (along with the indigenous Jewish University of Moscow).33 The
benefits to Hebrew University and the State of Israel of such an arrangement are:
(1) access to Jewish resources in Ukraine34; (2) academic positions for young
Russian-speaking Israeli faculty; (3) potential influence in Ukrainian Jewish
studies; and (4) enhanced relations between Israel and Ukraine. For Ukrainian
institutions, the primary gains from the relationship would be: (1) funding
resources for study and research; (2) access to models for institutional
organization; and (3) association with recognized scholars and institutions.
The development of a Jewish studies center would fill a critical need in Ukraine.
Although some associated with International Solomon University had hoped
that it might develop the capacity for advanced work in academic Judaic studies,
the profit-making goals of its management have precluded evolution into a serious
graduate institution. The Vaad-related Center for Jewish Education in Ukraine
(a teacher-training institution) and the Institute for Jewish Studies (a research
institution) are in serious difficulty due to organizational and funding problems.
11. The writer was unable to confer with Vladimir Glozman, the director of the
Joint Distribution Committee in Kyiv, because he was out of town. JDC
operates a welfare program and hesed (Hesed Avot) in Kyiv and is preparing to
open a Jewish community center in a rented facility in the city.
12. Ahava is a registered non-profit organization concerned with the welfare of
Jewish families and children in distress. It is an outgrowth of Chava, a women’s
club at the Shekavitskaya street synagogue founded in 1992 at the suggestion of
Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich. Initially, the club was led by an Israeli woman then
living in Kyiv; it consisted mainly of educational programs related to Jewish
holidays. After the Israeli woman returned to Israel, local women at the
synagogue were unable to continue the educational focus on their own. Instead,
realizing that many women in their midst were single parents trying to raise
children in a collapsing Ukrainian economy and that existing Jewish welfare
efforts concentrated on the dire situation of many elderly Jews, they formed
Ahava (in Hebrew, love) to work with Jewish families and children suffering from
various problems.

33

The Moscow Center, which is of recent origin, is planning divisions of: Jewish languages and
literature; Jewish history; and Israeli society, government, and economics. It also will relate to the
Moscow State University Center for Classical Hebrew and Biblical Studies and have ties with an
institution preparing professionals in Jewish communal service.
34

Extensive archival material regarding Jewish history is believed to exist in Kyiv, Lviv, Odessa,
and several other cities, but is not being explored in a systematic manner.
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Now seven years old, Ahava tries to purchase food and clothing for such children
and provide various activities for them. It currently aids 307 youngsters up to the
age of 18, and believes that many more Jewish families require some assistance.
With the exception of a single Jewish father responsible for his three children and
18 orphans living with Jewish grandparents, almost all of the family units now
served by Ahava are headed by Jewish women without spouses. (One woman
has five children, several others have four youngsters.) The children include 46 or
47 youngsters classified as “invalids”; most have Down syndrome or cerebral
palsy. Such families turn to Ahava for assistance after reading about it in the
Jewish newspaper Водрождение-91 (Revival-91), hearing about it by word of
mouth, or receiving a referral from Hesed Avot, the JDC welfare program that
concentrates on elderly Jews.
According to Maya Zaitseva, a leader in Ahava, many of the single mothers lack
qualifications for well-paying employment. Another problem is that Ukrainian
schools are not obligated to accept handicapped children. Few schools are
accessible to physically handicapped youngsters, and no service exists to
transport such children between home and school.
The Ukrainian Vaad has helped Ahava in organizing summer camps for some of
the youngsters or in sending children to existing camps, but such efforts are very
expensive. Even transportation to camp can be too costly for many families or for
Ahava. Further, few camps in Ukraine are accessible to handicapped youngsters.
Ahava is dependent on a several foreign organizations for assistance. A
Canadian Christian group called Mir (in Russian, either Peace or World) has
provided some funding and a French Protestant group sends some clothing and
shoes. Several Jewish groups in Britain also have provided assistance. Rabbi
Bleich supplies matza at Pesach and has been helpful in organizing excursions to
points of Jewish interest in Kyiv. JDC makes promises (обещания) to help, but
does not actually offer any assistance.
In response to a question about the priority needs of Ahava, Ms. Zaitseva said
that the greatest need was for its own meeting place (which, obviously, must be
accessible to handicapped individuals). Second, a computer would be helpful for
record-keeping, organizational work, and Internet access to potential donors.
Third, Ahava always needs food (or cash to pay for food) to help needy families.
Some children served by Ahava are very hungry. Many of the mothers work, but
do not earn enough to feed their families adequately; other mothers have been
laid off due to the poor economy. Fourth, Ahava always needs clothing for the
children.
Expanding on her comments about priorities, Ms. Zaitseva said that her dream
(мечта) is to create a Center for the Jewish Family, which would include easily
accessible Jewish education facilities, space for a variety of health and
recreational programs, and a kitchen and dining room for hot meals. Perhaps
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such a center could also train mothers in a marketable skill, such as computer
use, and also could teach adults how to be good parents, especially how to work
with their handicapped children.
Local people do not seem to understand the concept of tzedakah,35 lamented Ms.
Zaitseva. She added that Ahava trains the children in their programs about
tzedakah, often giving them money so that they can decide how to make their own
contributions.
In response to a question about Ahava assistance to families after children have
reached the age of 18, Ms. Zaitseva said that the organization is unable to do very
much. They would like to help families pay for tuition at post-secondary school
institutions, but they cannot afford to do so. They do try to persuade Hesed Avot
to send food parcels to needy non-elderly families.
13. Ehud Balsar is First Secretary at the Embassy of Israel in Ukraine and head
of Nativ (formerly Lishkat Hakesher) in Ukraine. Nativ is an Israeli government
entity within the Office of the Prime Minister of the State of Israel concerned with
Jews in the post-Soviet states.
Mr. Balsar believes that fewer than 300,000 Jews remain in Ukraine, but
acknowledges that some local Jews assert that the Ukrainian Jewish population
exceeds 600,000. The Jewish population is declining rapidly, he said, losing more
than 40,000 people every year due to a low birth rate, high death rate, and
continuing emigration. The large mass of Jews in eastern Ukraine wants to leave
the country as do those Jews who live in Crimea.
Between 22,000 and 24,000 Ukrainian Jews emigrate to Israel every year, said
Mr. Balsar. About 8,000 Jews go to Germany annually, and another 2,000 to
4,000 leave for the United States, Australia, Canada, or other countries. “And, of
course, people die,” he continued. In 1996, 1,248 Jews died in Kyiv, but only 119
Jews were born in the Ukrainian capital. The demographic decline is so severe
that Mr. Balsar questions the wisdom of making major capital improvements to
some Jewish communal structures.
Through its Tsofia program, the Israeli Ministry of Education pays the costs of
about 40 Israeli instructors teaching Jewish subjects in 12 Ukrainian Jewish day
schools. Another four day schools will be accredited by next year. One of the
few Ukrainian Jewish day schools that is not accredited by the Ministry of
Education is School #41 in Chernovtsy. When asked if its lack of accreditation
is due to its association with Midreshet Yerushalayim, the Russian outreach
35

Tzedakah means ‘just behavior’ in Hebrew. The concept of tzedakah refers to an obligation to
meet the needs of those who are unable to meet their own needs. Ms. Zaitsova, who is in the
insurance business, contributes her own funds to Ahava, but cannot provide the entire budget for
the organization.
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department of the Schechter Institute for Jewish Studies, an institution of the
Conservative (Masorti) movement in Israel, Mr. Balsar responded, “Probably”.
The Ministry also is supporting about 70 Jewish Sunday schools in Ukraine. It
is likely that some will close before the next academic year, said Mr. Balsar,
because both pupils and teachers are emigrating.
In response to a question, Mr. Balsar said that antisemitism causes few
problems in Ukraine, although the situation is worse in western Ukraine.
President Kuchma has many contacts in the Jewish community; Rabbi Yaakov
Bleich has access to him. Antisemitism is much more severe in Russia, said Mr.
Balsar, echoing a widely held view.
Mr. Balsar said that he has felt very
comfortable in Ukraine.
One of the responsibilities of Nativ is issuing Israeli visas to those who are
making aliyah. In 1998, the Israeli government gave authority to the three Nativ
offices outside Kyiv (Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, and Odessa) to issue visas to Jews
in those regions, rather than require all future olim to come to Kyiv. The new
policy had alleviated almost unbearable pressure at the Embassy in Kyiv and had
also eased the emigration process for Jews as they could now obtain visas at the
Nativ office closest to their homes. (Nativ installations usually are called Israel
Cultural Centers.) Mr. Balsar interviewed prospective olim for visas several days
each week, often working with individuals whose Jewish ancestry (and, therefore,
eligibility for aliyah) was difficult to prove. Sometimes multiple appointments were
required as applicants were sent to various government offices to obtain
documentation about their forebears.
The Israel Culture Center is located on the fifth floor of the Embassy of Israel in
Kyiv. It includes a large hall, classroom, library, computer room with six
computers, and several offices. The Center sponsors a variety of programs,
including ulpans enrolling 500 people in various parts of Kyiv, computer training
for people enrolled in ulpans, and clubs for Jewish children and young adults.
14. The Jewish Agency for Israel (Sochnut) office in Kyiv is headed by Eli
Yitzhaki, a veteran Sochnut professional. Mr. Yitzhaki explained that the JAFI
mission in Ukraine maintains major offices in Kyiv and in three other cities -Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, and Odessa -- and smaller offices in Lviv, Simferopol,
and Kishinev (Moldova). Each of these offices, which is directed by an Israeli and
has an Israeli core staff, is responsible for between eight and 25 smaller JAFI
representations in a region, each headed by a local person. Some of these
representations, which total 98, have their own offices, but many are operated
from the apartments of the local director.
Under budgetary pressure, the Israeli shaliach (emissary) was withdrawn from
Donetsk several years ago and replaced with a local individual. The Donetsk
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office is supervised by the shaliach in Dnipropetrovsk. Mr, Yitzhaki believes that
Donetsk should have its own shaliach because it is generating 1,700 olim every
year and, given the depressed economic conditions in the area, could do even
better. He will place a shaliach in Donetsk by September, but, to do so, he will
need to reduce Israeli staff in the Odessa office by one person.
Mr. Yitzhaki said that most of the regional offices are inadequately staffed due to
budgetary constraints. Further, there are no national directors for education,
student activities, or aliyah. A veteran officer of the Israeli Defense Forces, Mr.
Yitzhaki said that he is “a general without colonels”. He thinks that he should visit
each of the seven main offices on a monthly basis, but such a schedule would be
impossible to maintain. However, he tries to spend each Shabbat in a different
city.36
Aliyah has decreased in the past year, said Mr. Yitzhaki, mainly because 75
percent of the total emigres from smaller towns are going to Germany. The
majority of these individuals are older people attracted by generous German
housing and pension benefits. The Selah, Chalom, and Na’aleh programs37 all
are doing well, he said, but would be even more successful if JAFI would be
permitted to advertise them. Ukrainian concern over emigration of its young
people had led to government prohibitions against certain types of publicity for
these programs.
Individuals in the Embassy of Israel predict that aliyah will increase during the
summer months, as usual, but Mr. Yitzhaki is wary of such a prediction. The
momentum in smaller cities is toward Germany and trends may continue in that
direction. Another problem facing potential olim is the difficulty in the current
economic environment of selling their apartments for a good price. The money
gained from such a sale would be used by most as a down payment on an
apartment in Israel.
The Na’aleh program remains a question mark as Ukraine has shown no
inclination to renew it when the relevant agreement between the two countries
expires on June 16. It is likely that 35 percent to 45 percent of those who
completed the entrance exams for Na’aleh will be admitted. These youngsters
need to know by the end of June whether or not they have been accepted
because they will want to make plans to go to Israel or, alternatively, to explore
other options for completing high school. He fears that Ukrainian authorities will
delay signing the agreement for several months and then will capitulate and issue
visas after school has started in September; by that time, many of the teens will
have made other arrangements and will drop out of the program. Ukrainian
36

Mr. Yitzhaki’s family remains in Israel while he is in Ukraine.
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Selah attracts young people wishing to attend university in Israel, Chalom is for young adults
interested in vocational training in Israel, and Na’aleh enables adolescents to finish high school in
Israel.
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authorities may then say that interest in Na’aleh has diminished and seek to
cancel the program.
JAFI is now facing three or four lawsuits because overzealous officials at the
Israel Ministry of the Interior, which is controlled by the ultra-Orthodox Shas party,
have refused to issue visas to some academically qualified youngsters, saying
that they are insufficiently Jewish. In fact, each is Jewish according to the Law of
Return. Families of such teens are suing the Jewish Agency for breach of
contract; in Odessa, a family is trying to recover $500,000 from Sochnut in such a
case. These lawsuits have received wide publicity in the press, which has
reflected very badly on JAFI and on Israel and aliyah in general.
Most of those who fail the entrance exams for Na’aleh do so because a
psychological assessment suggests that they are insufficiently independent to
leave their families for such a long period. Many become very bitter and “turned
off” about aliyah and Israel. JAFI and other Israeli bodies should develop
alternative programs that would meet the needs of these youngsters.
Mr. Yitzhaki acknowledged that Chalom and Selah may address the maturity
factor in that they are intended for more mature young people, i.e., for those who
already have finished high school. Sixty to seventy percent of those who take
qualifying examinations are successful in gaining entrance to these programs. It
is likely that 450 to 500 young Ukrainian Jews will enroll in Chalom or Selah this
year.
The First Home in the Homeland aliyah program, in which younger families live
on a kibbutz for one year while attending ulpan and working on the kibbutz, is so
successful that two to three times more places on kibbutzim are needed. Aliyah
2000, in which individuals are recruited for specific jobs with specific housing
arrangements, has slowed down for some reorganization. It is now training olim
for positions that have greater career opportunities.
JAFI will offer fewer places in summer camps in 1999 than in 1998 due to
budgetary constraints. Whereas they had hoped to enroll 5,300 Ukrainian young
people in 25 different camp sessions, it is likely that they will enroll 3300 youth in
19 sessions (10 sites) and 680 university students in seven sessions (six sites).
Funding from some sponsors, especially Netzer (World Union for Progressive
Judaism youth movement), is uncertain. Further, the Israeli government which
now operates Na’aleh, insisted that the qualifying exams for Na’aleh be given in
camp settings. Because JAFI actually administers the tests, it had to take money
from its camp budget to pay for the Na’aleh camps. The government has
promised to reimburse JAFI for the expense, but has yet to do so. Each camp
session will last eight days.
Mr. Yitzhaki believes that summer camps for university students are less effective
than those for adolescents because very few college students will disrupt their
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post-secondary education in mid-course to move to Israel. However, adolescents
are more likely to transfer from a local high school to a secondary school program
in Israel.
Mr. Yitzhaki hopes to consolidate many Kyiv JAFI activities into one downtown
center, rather than operate three different ulpan sites as it now does. The Kyiv
urban transportation system, especially the underground Metro, can transport
people from all over the city with ease. A single center will accommodate all
levels of ulpan instruction, professional ulpans (ulpans targeting specific
professional groups and sometimes including computer instruction), youth and
student clubs, and aliyah counselors. A smaller staff and less equipment will be
required if all programs operate from one site.
Jewish day schools are a major factor in encouraging aliyah, said Mr. Yitzhaki,
because almost all have Israeli teachers, use Israeli materials, and celebrate
Israeli holidays. About 10,000 Jewish children in Ukraine attend Jewish day
schools. JAFI enjoys good relations with almost all rabbis in Ukraine, Mr.
Yitzhaki said, because most are Zionists. The only ones who are non-Zionists are
Rabbi Mordechai Bold in Lviv and Rabbi Yitzhak Lifshitz in Simferopol.
In response to a question about the most pressing JAFI needs in Ukraine, Mr.
Yitzhaki said that the greatest need was for two more aliyah emissaries, one in
Kyiv and the other in Donetsk. Second, JAFI needs more staff generally,
particularly in positions that can improve coordination between Kyiv and the
various regional offices. Third, summer camp funding should be increased.
Fourth, JAFI should replace its three Kyiv ulpans and two offices with one
consolidated downtown central service facility.
Mr. Yitzhaki was asked to comment on recent JAFI problems in Kharkiv and
Odessa. Following is a summary of his remarks, with additional information
gathered in Kharkiv and in Jerusalem. The JAFI Department of Aliyah and Klitah
invited 30 to 40 Jewish scientists from various points in Ukraine to explore the
possibility of aliyah. Some of the scientists had advanced knowledge in areas that
require security clearance, especially in missile systems.
Some were
unemployed, reflecting cutbacks in research laboratories and defense production
following the collapse of the Soviet Union and the onset of economic turmoil in the
post-Soviet states. Three seminars were scheduled -- in Odessa, Kharkiv, and
in Israel. Amos Lahat, Acting Director of the JAFI Department for the Former
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, advised his colleagues in Aliyah and Klitah
against proceeding with such a program, warning that it would be provocative and
would anger Ukrainian security forces. Mr. Lahat’s admonition was ignored, and
the seminar series began. Noach Nadler, the JAFI head of mission in Odessa,
was declared persona non grata and was expelled from Ukraine. After
negotiations between Israel and Ukraine, Grigory Masezhnik, the JAFI head of
mission in Kharkiv, was permitted to leave Ukraine without being expelled in a
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formal sense.38 It appears that all of the scientists have been interviewed by the
SBU, Ukraine’s successor to the KGB.
15. The writer attended a meeting on restitution of Jewish property in Ukraine
that was convened for the purpose of expressing Jewish communal concern to
Ambassador Henry L. Clarke, Senior Advisor for Property Restitution, Bureau of
European Affairs, the Department of State. Representing the Jewish community
were: Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich, Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine; Iosif Zissels,
Executive Vice President of the Jewish Confederation of Ukraine; and Genrikh
Filvarov, Director of the Institute of Urban Planning in Kyiv and also Chairman of
the Confederation Committee on the Preservation of the Jewish Heritage
(Комитет Сохранения Еврейского Наследия). Ambassador Clarke had spent
the previous two days in Lviv and elsewhere in western Ukraine, accompanied by
Bryant Trick, a political officer at the Embassy of the United States in Ukraine.39
Mr. Clarke stated that, as a matter of United States policy, he had asked the
Ministry of Religion in Ukraine to effect the restitution of all confiscated property of
religious bodies to the respective religious communities. However, said Mr.
Clarke, the Ministry appears to think that it knows best about which properties
should be returned [and that all properties need not be returned].
Mr. Filvarov reported that as many as 2,000 buildings that had been confiscated
from Jewish groups during the Soviet period remained standing in Ukraine. Of
these, more than 450 had been identified and their origins well-documented.
Most were in Kyiv and in western Ukraine (especially in Lviv, Chernovtsy, and the
Carpathian Mountains area). Several of these structures were very important in
Jewish history. Among the buildings are former synagogues and prayer halls,
Jewish schools, Jewish hospitals and orphans’ homes, and Jewish theaters.
Additionally, many Jewish cemeteries are no longer accessible to the Jewish
community; most require significant restoration.
Mr. Zissels said that perhaps 15,000 Jewish community buildings in western
Ukraine had been destroyed during World War II. It is understood, he continued,
that these structures cannot be re-built and returned to the Jewish community;
however, the community has a legitimate interest in the land on which these
buildings stood. The restitution issue is very complex for several reasons. Some
of the existing community buildings, particularly former synagogues and hospitals,
have been “privatized” already and have been turned into small factories. Some
Jewish buildings in western Ukraine have been taken over by other religious and
38

Mr. Masezhnik subsequently was appointed JAFI emissary in Ekaterinburg, Russia, and the
then JAFI emissary in Ekaterinburg, Miron Lahat, replaced Mr. Masezhnik in Kharkiv. See pp. 7172. Observers have pointed out that relations between Ukraine and Israel have been strained
due to the failure of Israel to post an ambassador to Ukraine for an entire year after Ambassador
Zvi Magen became Ambassador to Russia in 1998. Further, five ministers in the Netanyahu
cabinet separately canceled planned visits to Ukraine within a short timeframe.
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Mr. Trick had fallen ill and could not attend the meeting.
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ethnic groups, such as one or another Ukrainian church, Poles, or Germans. The
Ukrainian government has imposed a moratorium on privatizing additional social,
cultural, and religious structures, but has not demanded the return of already
privatized buildings to their original owners. Further, when Jews or others request
the return of a building now used by others, the group that will be displaced from
the structure demands compensation, which the Jewish community cannot afford.
Mr. Zissels continued that local Jewish communities do not have sufficient means
to restore buildings that might be returned, and acknowledged that different
Jewish groups within a Jewish population center may be unable to agree upon the
use of returned buildings. Mr. Zissels also expressed strong criticism of the
World Jewish Restitution Organization, which, he charged, was demanding so
much that it is an impediment to resolution of property issues. Further, it was the
policy of WJRO that all recovered property and funds be placed in a central “bank”
and then distributed, primarily to Shoah survivors and various organizations that
provide services to survivors. Mr. Zissels believes that local communities should
receive a significant share of recovered assets for use by all segments of the
current Jewish population.40
Discussion ensued on a number of these and other topics.

Dnipropetrovsk

16. Dnipropetrovsk (formerly Ekaterinoslav, in honor of Catherine the Great) is
the third largest city in Ukraine, following Kyiv and Kharkiv; its current population
is about 1.1 million. It was a closed city until mid-1990 due to its extensive
military industry, particularly Yuzmash, an enormous installation manufacturing
intercontinental ballistic missiles, booster rockets, and related products. The
Dnipropetrovsk area currently is experiencing severe economic distress.
Jews have lived in the area, part of the old Pale of Settlement, since the late
eighteenth century. By 1897, the Jewish population of Ekaterinoslav had reached
41,240, more than one-third of the entire city at that time. Pogroms occurred in
1881, 1882, and 1905; the last was the most devastating, killing 67 and wounding
more than 100 people. Prior to the consolidation of Soviet authority in the 1920s,
the Jewish community was highly organized, maintaining a diverse network of
Jewish religious, educational, and cultural institutions. It was an important center

40

WJRO has proposed that 55 percent of recovered resources be distributed to Shoah survivors,
25 percent to survivor support groups, and 20 percent to educational and commemorative
programs. Mr. Zissels’ views are common among Jews in the countries in which the Holocaust
occurred.
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of both Zionism and the Chabad movement. A small Karaite community had its
own prayer house.
Following the German invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941, many
Dnipropetrovsk Jews were evacuated from the city as essential workers in
defense factories that were hastily moved further east. Nazi forces occupied the
city from August 1941 until October 1943. Approximately 11,000 Jews were killed
at Zhendarmskaya balka, a gully in an area then considered on the outskirts of
town, on October 13, 1941. Perhaps 20,000 more were murdered at other sites.
The current Jewish population is thought to be between 40,000 and 46,000
according to halacha, i.e., matrilineal descent, and perhaps as high as 60,000
according to the Israeli Law of Return. It is the fourth largest Jewish population
center in the post-Soviet successor states (after Moscow, Kyiv, and St.
Petersburg). Dnipropetrovsk is the regional hub for a number of other Jewish
population centers, the largest of which are Krivoi Rog (about 10,000 Jews) to
the west, Zaporizhya (about 12,000 Jews) to the south, and Dniprodzerzhinsk
(about 1,500) to the north. Economic pressure is stimulating significant Jewish
emigration, most of which is to Israel.
However, emigration and a declining birth rate are offset to a limited extent by
Jewish in-migration from smaller cities in the region, including Dniprodzerzhinsk
and Novomoskovsk. Additionally, about 50 Georgian Jews have settled in
Dnipropetrovsk, and perhaps more than one hundred families have returned to
the city from Israel. (Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki, the chief rabbi of the city,
estimates that 30 to 40 pupils in the day school have spent some time in Israeli
schools.) Some Jews from outside the city who attend local universities decide to
remain in Dnipropetrovsk.
17. Historically, Dnipropetrovsk has played a prominent role in Ukrainian
national and former Soviet politics. Its best known Soviet political figure was
Leonid Brezhnev, a native of Dniprodzerzhinsk who began his career as a
Communist Party apparatchik in Dnipropetrovsk before earning a position in
Moscow. He brought many of his Dnipropetrovsk comrades with him to Moscow;
collectively, they were known as the “Dnipropetrovsk mafia”. The critical role of
the city continues in the post-Soviet era as both the President and the Prime
Minister of Ukraine are from Dnipropetrovsk. Leonid Kuchma, a former director of
Yuzmash, is now President, and Valery Pustovoitenko, a previous mayor of the
city, is now Prime Minister. In April 1999, the then major, Nikolai Shvets, was
appointed governor of Dnipropetrovsk oblast by President Kuchma. It is widely
believed that President Kuchma wanted to secure the loyalty of Shvets, who is
known for his independence, prior to Ukrainian Presidential elections in October
1999.
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Several nationally important Jewish businessmen also are from Dnipropetrovsk.
Viktor Pinchuk, Gennady Bogolubov, and Igor Kolomoisky are active in the Jewish
community.
18. Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki, the Chief Rabbi of Dnipropetrovsk, remains the
central Jewish figure in eastern Ukraine and one of the most respected rabbis in
all of the post-Soviet transition states. Politically astute and perhaps the first rabbi
in the successor states to be successful in major local fundraising, he has built an
unequalled network of local Jewish institutions. Rabbi Kaminezki was born in
Israel and is a Chabad Lubavich hasid.
In response to a question, Rabbi Kaminezki said that the most important
developments in the Jewish community since the writer’s last visit in April 1998
are the following: (1) increased aliyah, due to economic distress in the region; (2)
establishment of a formal Jewish communal structure; (3) a “huge renaissance”
(огромное возрождение) in “Yiddishkeit”, i.e., more religious circumcisions,
traditional weddings, and Bar Mitzvahs; (4) beginning of renovation of the Golden
Rose choral synagogue; and (5) establishment of a new Jewish cemetery. (Most
of these developments will be discussed below.)
Regarding the economy, Rabbi Kaminezki said economic conditions remain the
major factor in generating aliyah. Growth of a middle class, which he defined as
people earning about $1,000 monthly, is now stalled at perhaps 20 percent of the
population. The middle class, which includes many Jews, consists mainly of
owners of small businesses, such as shops, restaurants, and garages. Many of
these enterprises are in difficulty because fewer people can afford their services.
However, some individuals who have become wealthy are supporting local
cultural institutions and thus enriching the life of the city. The writer attended an
evening of chamber music by the New Chamber Orchestra of Dnipropetrovsk, one
such beneficiary, which included works by Tomaso Albinoni, Johann Sebastian
Bach, Joseph Haydn, and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The Mozart selection was
his Requiem, presented in observance of the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl
disaster. The benefactor of the New Chamber Orchestra is Viktor Pinchuk.
18. Antisemitism, provoked by economic turmoil and the need by some people
to find a scapegoat for their economic distress, is increasing in Dnipropetrovsk,
said Rabbi Kaminezki. The appearance of local supporters of Russian National
Unity (Русское национальное единство), known by its Russian initials, RNE),
a neo-Nazi group, is a secondary, but troubling factor. About 20 people affiliated
with RNE and attired in Nazi-like regalia have held demonstrations in a central
park. Many Jews are concerned.
19. Rabbi Kaminezki has invested a major portion of his time during the past year
to strengthening the foundations of the local Jewish community. Under his
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guidance, local Jews formed the Philanthropic Fund of the Dnipropetrovsk
Jewish Community
(Благотворительный фонд Днепропетровского
еврейского общины) in October 1998.
The Board of Trustees
(Попечительский совет) of the Philanthropic Fund includes 45 local Jews, and a
Presidium of nine individuals is responsible for day-to-day oversight. Gennady
Bogolubov is President of the organization and chairs its Welfare Committee,
which oversees the work of its Welfare Department and works closely with JDC.
The Treasurer is Igor Kolomoisky, who also chairs its Mass Media Committee.41
Other departments (or направления, сферы деятельностей) are: Education;
Sports and Physical Culture; Culture; Religion; and Regional Activity. Each is
supervised by a committee chaired by a Presidium member. The Education
department, which is the main priority of the Fund and has the largest budget,
oversees the day school, pre-school, heder, yeshiva, Beit Chana Jewish Women’s
Pedagogical Institute, and the popular Jewish university. Each department is
headed by a paid professional staff member.
Rabbi Kaminezki observed that, initially, few members of the Board understood
the meaning of “involvement” or “leadership”. However, after some months and
many meetings, they are beginning to embrace their responsibilities. They are
thinking communally and developing a keen interest in all matters related to their
respective portfolios.
Forty individuals have agreed to contribute specific sums of money to the Fund on
a monthly basis. These gifts total $35,000 to $40,000 each month ($420,000 to
$560,000 annually). Three individuals each contribute monthly gifts of $5,000.
Allocations to specific departments and institutions are made in full consideration
of other funding sources, such as Or Avner (the Chabad umbrella organization),
the Joint Distribution Committee, the Israeli government, the Pincus Fund and
Jewish Agency, and individual donors outside Dnipropetrovsk. Most of the
institutional donors now transmit allocations to local institutions through the
Philanthropic Fund. Pledge payments by local individuals are made by bank
transfer or in cash.
Vyacheslav (Slavik) Brez is the Executive Director of the Fund. He indicated
during a discussion that he perceives his major responsibility as monitoring cash
flow. Other paid staff of the central Fund include the chief fund raiser (who also
supervises reconstruction of the Golden Rose synagogue; see below) and a
bookkeeper. Rabbi Kaminezki also receives a salary from the Fund.
It appears that three factors motivated organization of the Fund: (1) a need to
introduce order and routine into a Jewish community with a growing number of
communal institutions; (2) a need to secure adequate financial resources to
41

The Department of Mass Media oversees (1) a community press center, and (2) the production
and/or distribution of four Jewish periodicals and a weekly television program. It also monitors the
local and regional press.
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support Jewish communal institutions and endeavors; and (3) interaction with the
Jewish federation (Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston) in
Dnipropetrovsk’s sister city and the desire to establish a comparable institution.
Other Jewish communities in the region are aware of the Philanthropic Fund in
Dnipropetrovsk and send representatives to Fund Board meetings to observe
procedures. These communities include Zaporizhya, Donetsk, and Lugansk.
20. Renovation of the Golden Rose Choral Synagogue has been delayed by
difficulty in collecting pledge payments during the current economic crisis. In all,
about $1.5 million is required to complete the job. One pledge of $200,000 from a
partner of former Prime Minister Pavlo Lazarenko probably is uncollectible.42
The choral synagogue, which was used as a warehouse by an adjacent clothing
factory until recovered by the Jewish community in late 1996, contains a very
large sanctuary. It will be used both for worship43 and as a community auditorium.
A community center building under construction behind the synagogue will include
various communal facilities, including offices, a computer training center, an office
and meeting rooms for the local Hillel student group, and a dormitory.
21. The Beit Baruch Jewish Center, which includes the current small
synagogue, may be converted into a service center specifically for Jewish elderly.
Its kitchen and dining room
already provide more than
200
JDC-subsidized
hot
meals to Jewish elderly every
day. It hosts a number of
other activities for seniors,
including a choir, Yiddish
Club, Torah study group,
holiday celebrations, and a
modest clinic.

The Beit Baruch choir includes veterans of the Great Patriotic War. An elderly woman
(below) is among many who attend Victory Day celebrations.

42

Mr. Lazarenko fled Ukraine in early 1999 shortly before he was to be indicted for embezzlement
and other misuse of government funds. Currently imprisoned in California, he is fighting
extradition to Ukraine and to Switzerland.
43

The existing small synagogue cannot accommodate all who come to services on major
holidays.
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The ninth of May is the date on which the Soviet Union and its successor states
commemorate Victory Day, the triumph over Nazi Germany in the Great Patriotic
War, the Soviet/post-Soviet name for World War II. A choir of day school pupils
presented a concert at the synagogue for Jewish war veterans. At its
conclusion, the youngsters distributed gifts of personal care items to each person
in attendance, and the synagogue delivered similar gifts to those too frail to attend
the performance. Additionally, the synagogue gave $10 to each of the 150 known
Jewish World War II veterans in the city.
Dr. Evgenia Cherkasskaya is the attending physician at the Beit Baruch clinic.44
She sees about 300 patients each month, keeping careful records and
coordinating care with hospitals and other medical facilities. In the 45 years that
she has been practicing medicine, she said, the situation has never been as bad
as it is now. Hospitals are empty because few people can afford to use them;
patients must bring their own linens, food, and medicine. Some hospitals will not
admit anyone over the age of 55; others will admit people over 55 only if a
geriatric specialist intervenes. Hospitals and specialized clinics limit the tests that
they will do.
The local radiation level is very high due to radiation from the Chernobyl power
station disaster and from the atomic power station in nearby Zaporizhya. Tests
show that local sidewalks are radioactive and that local soil is full of settled
strontium and beryllium. Automobiles abandoned during the evacuation of
Chernobyl have been stripped and their radioactive parts are being sold in local
markets.
The health conditions of many residents have been weakened by these and other
environmental factors. Even children have cancers associated with Chernobyl,
which is 300 kilometers away. Morale is very poor.
The largely elderly population that she sees in the clinic suffers from problems
related to heart failure, high blood pressure, arthritis, diabetes, gastro-intestinal
difficulties, and various cancers. She dispenses large quantities of aspirin and
aspirin-substitutes, and always is in need of Procardia, Lotensin, insulin, Relafen,
Gaviscon, Zantac, Cardura, and multivitamins. She is dependent upon Action for
Post-Soviet Jewry in Boston for “99 percent” of the free medicine that she
dispenses and that she manages to distribute to
smaller cities in the region. In response to a question,
Dr. Cherkasskaya said that she and her patients
believe that insulin produced in the United States is
more effective than any other insulin. When American
insulin is unavailable, they purchase insulin from

44

Supported by a small pension and a larger subsidy from a son who is a successful local
businessman, Dr. Cherkasskaya works in the clinic as an unsalaried volunteer.
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Switzerland or India; however, it is just as expensive as American insulin and less
effective.
This elderly woman is one of many who utilizes Beit Baruch services.

Most elderly Jews using Beit Baruch receive monthly pensions worth $12 to $15,
said Dr. Cherkasskaya. If they are veterans of World War II, they receive a
supplement to the base pension. Few people can manage on such income, and
they certainly cannot afford to purchase medicine. Former blue- and white-collar
workers, teachers, and members of the intelligentsia are suffering more than
others. One pharmacy in the city gives a discount of 25 percent to elderly people.
22. The Jewish community has recently acquired land for a new cemetery. It is a
walled-off section of a larger general cemetery and fully compliant with Jewish
law.
23. The Philanthropic Fund is negotiating acquisition of a building in the middle of
the city at little or no cost. The structure would be used to accommodate a JDCsubsidized dining facility for 500 people and a second pre-school.
24. Rabbi Kaminezki and his colleagues had recently interviewed 103 candidates
for conversion to Judaism. All are married to Jews and many wish to emigrate
with their Jewish spouse to Israel. Conversion prior to resettlement in Israel will
ease their absorption into Israeli society. Supervision of the conversion process
and the conversion itself is directed by an Orthodox rabbi who works with Rabbi
Bleich in Kyiv. The Kyiv-based rabbi will come to Dnipropetrovsk in the near
future to complete the conversion process.
25. Rabbi Kaminezki spoke at some length about a discussion with Rabbi David
Wilfond, the Reform rabbi in Kyiv, and about his own perspective on a potential
Reform Jewish congregation in Dnipropetrovsk. (Rabbi Kaminezki is aware of
exchanges between the writer and Chabad officials in Moscow regarding efforts
by individuals associated with the Chabad movement to delegitimize Reform
Judaism and to impugn the credentials of a prominent non-hasidic Orthodox rabbi
in Russia.)
Rabbi Wilfond had contacted Rabbi Kaminezki to inform him that the World Union
for Progressive Judaism intended to register a congregation in Dnipropetrovsk.
The putative leader of the group was well known to Rabbi Kaminezki as he had
been employed at the local hesed and was fired for stealing money from it. Rabbi
Kaminezki informed Rabbi Wilfond of this individual’s background and suggested
that WUPJ withdraw its support for him. The individual had complained to an
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official in the Ukrainian Ministry of Religion that Rabbi Kaminezki was “oldfashioned” and approached oblast religious authorities for permission to register a
Reform congregation. However, in the end, the individual did not file registration
forms because he was confronted by other local Jews who feared that the
emergence of a WUPJ-affiliated group would divide the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish
community and would generate additional antisemitism in the city. The individual
apparently has lost interest in forming a Progressive congregation.
Expanding on the subject, Rabbi Kaminezki said that he is “a liberal in his soul”.
Pluralism already exists in the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish community, he said,
because both the JDC-related Jewish Community Center and the local Hillel
student group observe Jewish tradition in a non-Orthodox manner. If individuals
do not want to practice Judaism according to Chabad custom, they should
participate in the Jewish programs of the JCC or Hillel.
The Jewish population in Dnipropetrovsk is united as one community, said Rabbi
Kaminezki. As Chief Rabbi of the city, he does not want to work with competing
congregations of Jews.
Rabbi Kaminezki continued that Dnipropetrovsk must be preserved for Chabad
because of the sacrifices that Rabbi Levi Yitzhak Schneerson made while serving
in the city. (Rabbi Levi Yitzhak Schneerson, the father of the late Lubavitcher
Rebbe Menachem Mendel Schneerson, served as rabbi of then-Ekaterinoslav
from 1909 until imprisoned by the KGB in 1939 for operating Chabad activities
against orders from Soviet authorities. He subsequently was sent into exile in
Kazakhstan, where he died in 1944.)
Rabbi Kaminezki said that he has made no attempt to interfere with the
organization of Progressive groups in two other cities in Dnipropetrovsk oblast,
Zholtiye Vody and Kirovograd. He would even offer help to Reform groups
elsewhere in the oblast because they can help people. He concluded his remarks
by saying that, in his opinion, Reform Judaism is not Judaism, but is a new
religion.
26. Rabbi Kaminezki sponsors a continuum of educational institutions from
preschool through yeshiva and pedagogical college. A preschool enrolls 75
children between the ages of three and six. It is a full-day program and operates
throughout the year, including summer. Parents pay 30 hryvna (about $7.50) for
monthly tuition, including meals, which is less than charged at other preschools in
the city. Nonetheless, the families of five children have requested subventions;
four pay 10 hryvna each and one receives a full scholarship. The school quarters
are very crowded.
27.
The Jewish day school (School #144), the largest in the post-Soviet
successor states, enrolls 720 pupils between the ages of seven and seventeen in
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separate classes for boys and girls. Although Rabbi Kaminezki once limited
enrollment to children who were Jewish according to halacha, about 20 percent of
the current enrollment consists of youngsters who are Jewish only by patrilineal
descent.45 According to school administrators, the number of youngsters from
single-parent and/or low-income homes has increased in recent years; about 70
percent are given free school meals, and 130 receive free school uniforms (which
cost about $30).
Although the school loses many pupils every year to emigration, enrollment
remains stable. School administrators say that the appeal of the school to parents
is threefold: (1) its good teachers and strong academic reputation; (2) its
assistance to families, including free school meals and uniforms for those in need;
and (3) an increasing interest in Judaism among local Jews. For those families
considering aliyah to Israel, instruction in Hebrew is a strong attraction.
Six youngsters with cerebral palsy have been integrated into regular classes, a
significant accomplishment in a society that often fails to provide any educational
opportunities for handicapped children. A small exercise room with various
therapeutic equipment has been provided for their use; however, physical access
to this facility is difficult and adequate supervision is lacking. Anna Yakovlevna
Kaplunskaya, a school administrator with a background in special education,
would like to open a boarding school to serve a broader range of Jewish “invalid
children”, but it is unlikely that funds will be available for such a program.
A hesed club of about 85 older pupils volunteers to assist about 60 homebound
elderly Jews and 50 handicapped Jewish children who cannot be accommodated
in the day school. The pupils visit the seniors or children every week at their
homes, often bringing food provided by JDC, personal care supplies, Jewish
holiday items, toys or games for children, etc.
The Judaic curriculum has been strengthened by the employment of five Israeli
teachers. Most pupils have eight class periods of Jewish studies each week, four
in Hebrew language and four in Jewish tradition.
In response to a question, school administrators said that the greatest needs in
the school are for various capital repairs and for updated equipment of all kinds,
e.g., additional computers, microscopes for science classes, and musical
instruments. The Philanthropic Fund of the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish Community
has secured access for physical education classes to a stadium on adjacent
property, thus alleviating pressure on inadequate gymnasium facilities in the
second building on campus.

45

Encountering the reality of an intermarriage rate as high as 70 percent in some areas of the
successor states, many Chabad institutions are now accepting students who are only partly
Jewish.
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28. A heder and yeshiva day school in the second building enrolls 53 boys
between the ages of three and 17. The largest single group of these pupils are
youngsters from the boys’ home. (See below.) These boys study a dual
curriculum of religious and general studies. The religious classes are taught by
two qualified teachers and six yeshiva students from Israel.
Rabbi Kaminezki had hoped to start a more intensive course of Jewish studies
for girls during the 1998-1999 school year, but could not obtain the necessary
space in the third building to develop the program. It is likely that the program will
be initiated at the beginning of the 1999-2000 school year.
29. The Beit Chana Jewish Women’s Pedagogical Institute is concluding its
fourth year of operation, enrolling 106 older adolescent girls and young women
from Ukraine and other post-Soviet states. Enrollment at the beginning of the
academic year was 128, but some girls dropped out for academic or social
reasons and others emigrated to Israel.
The initial goal of Beit Chana was to educate Russian-speaking Jewish young
women in a tuition-free program of Judaism and pedagogy for the many teaching
positions available in Jewish preschools and elementary schools throughout the
successor states. It offers study concentrations in preschool education and
elementary school education, both in secular and Jewish subjects. It added a
concentration in music education in 1997-98 and is working toward inclusion of a
special education major. Realizing that some girls are unable to manage the
academic intensity of a dual curriculum of Judaic studies and education courses,
Beit Chana is searching for a non-education concentration for less capable
students. It would like to offer courses in secretarial work and office management
and has turned to ORT for assistance in establishing such a program. However,
ORT has been slow to respond and the problem has not yet been resolved.
During its first three years of operation, the program offered a four-year curriculum
for girls entering after ninth grade (at age 15) and a two-year curriculum for girls
entering after eleventh grade. However, after several years of experience, school
administrators determined that the two-year curriculum provided an inadequate
timeframe for the inculcation of Jewish values and Jewish knowledge. Beit Chana
has since extended its two-year curriculum to include a third year.46
The Judaic studies program has been strengthened through an affiliation with
Orot Women’s College in Israel. Teachers from Orot now teach at Beit Chana
and, as part of their last year at Beit Chana, most students will spend four months
46

It was noted that Ukrainian licensing authorities are having some difficulty with the concept of a
three-year program because no other three-year program exists in the country. Therefore, it may
be necessary to register the program as a two-year curriculum with a one-year internship (or a
similarly creative appellation).
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(September through December) learning on the Orot campus. The SeptemberDecember time period will allow observance of the Tishrei holidays in Israel.
According to Rabbi Meir Stambler, Director of the Federation of Jewish
Communities in Ukraine,47 and Rabbi Moshe Weber, Director of Beit Chana,
admission to Beit Chana now is competitive, with approximately 50 percent of
applicants being admitted. Publicity about Beit Chana is distributed by Chabad
rabbis, in Chabad schools and camps, and in Chabad and other Jewish
publications. Beit Chana brochures also were distributed along with boxes of
matza prior to Pesach.
Rabbi Weber stressed that each student at Beit Chana is an individual regarding
five factors: knowledge of and attitude toward Judaism; level of general education;
home life; social skills; and goals in life. Nearly all are “totally ignorant” of
Judaism, and many come from smaller cities and towns in which the level of
general education is very weak. Approximately 70 percent of Beit Chana students
are from broken homes. The major attractions of Beit Chana to them and their
families are: free tuition, accommodations, and meals; a wholesome atmosphere;
and, for those from small towns, a guided way out of the stifling atmosphere of
small towns. The specific Judaic components attract few of them, and Beit Chana
administrators are under no illusions that all of the young women will remain
religiously observant. However, Beit Chana will have provided them with an
education, a sense of direction, and self-confidence.
In addition to tuition, accommodations, and meals, Beit Chana provides students
with medical care, clothing, and other assistance. Some girls arrive at the school
with only the clothing that they are wearing and only sandals or bedroom slippers
in place of shoes. Some have no knowledge of basic hygiene.
Approximately 20 percent of the girls are not Jewish according to halakha.
Conversions are arranged for them.
Beit Chana students do practice teaching in Dnipropetrovsk Jewish schools and
work as counselors in the local Chabad summer camp. Participation in
Dnipropetrovsk synagogue life is difficult because the dormitory building is too far
away from the synagogue to permit students to walk to the synagogue on
Shabbat and holidays.
The Beit Chana program is subsidized by the Israeli Ministry of Education and its
credentials are recognized in both Ukraine and Israel. It is strongly Zionist in
focus. After several years of teaching in Ukraine or elsewhere in the former
Soviet states, local rabbis are expected to help graduates find positions in Israel.
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The Federation of Jewish Communities in Ukraine is the national organization for all Chabad
representations in Ukraine, except those in Kyiv.
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30. A paraprofessional rabbinic training program was inaugurated in fall of
1998, enrolling 18 young male university graduates in a two-year fulltime course
of Jewish studies. All of these individuals had been learning part-time during the
past few years in a program designed for university students and were well-known
to Rabbi Kaminezki and Rabbi Haim Ber Stambler.48 The fulltime program is
designed to train paraprofessional rabbis for Jewish population centers that are
too small to attract ordained rabbis, such as Krivoi Rog, Dniprodzerzhinsk, and
Poltava. Graduates also will serve in outlying districts of Dnipropetrovsk, where
Chabad may open as many as four small synagogues. Participants receive
stipends of $120 each month while studying and will receive regular salaries while
working. Candidates are required to sign contracts committing them to at least
one year of service in a designated Jewish population center. Rabbis Kaminezki
and Stambler anticipate that some will remain in the successor states for several
years, but that all participants eventually will emigrate to Israel. It is possible that
some will enter a yeshiva in Israel, but unlikely that all will do so.
Rabbi Kaminezki listed several advantages of training local people for such
positions: their compensation will be much less than that required for rabbis hired
from abroad; they will be respected locally for their strong educational
backgrounds in secular studies; they understand the local population; and they
are amenable to local conditions. Rabbi Stambler said that a similar program
enrolling fewer young men already is operating in Donetsk and, eventually,
should be operating in all of the larger Jewish population centers in the postSoviet successor states.
31. Rabbi Kaminezki was the first rabbi in the successor states to establish
residential facilities for Jewish children in distress. Initially, he rented
apartments for them and employed appropriate adults as caregivers. In 1997,
with the support of an American donor, Rabbi Kaminezki was able to open two
purpose-built children’s homes, one for girls and one for boys.49
Initially, Rabbi Kaminezki decided to accept
youngsters between the ages of ten and 17.
However,
circumstances
have
forced
acceptance of children as young as five. Most
had been living with a single parent unable to
cope with the needs of active, growing children
due to chronic health problems, mental
48

Rabbi Haim Ber Stambler is an uncle of Rabbi Meir Stambler. The former is responsible for
local programs in intensive Jewish education.
49

The building for girls is a new structure. The boys’ home is in a remodeled former Chabad
synagogue.
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instability, alcohol abuse, or narcotics addiction.
Some had been living with
grandparents, and perhaps 25 percent had no family caregivers.

Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki stands with the three youngest boys in the Dnipropetrovsk
boys’ home. The boy in the center is seven years old; each of the other two youngsters
is five years old.

Most youngsters are from Dnipropetrovsk and other cities in eastern Ukraine.
However, the homes receive referrals from Chabad rabbis elsewhere in the
successor states, from Israeli diplomatic missions, and from other Jewish
organizations aware of children in need of residential stability.
The homes currently accommodate 38 boys and 32 girls. An attic space at the
boys’ home has been developed within the past year into several additional
sleeping rooms, a games room, a computer room, and a large walk-in closet for
out-of-season clothing. The girls’ home, which currently is furnished with single
beds, anticipates the addition of bunk beds by next fall as the need for this type of
service continues to grow. Each residence has its own kitchen and dining
facilities, a small library, arts and crafts materials, games and recreational
equipment, and four computers.
All boys are enrolled at the heder or yeshiva day school because the extendedday programs of these institutions facilitate childcare and supervision. Girls
attend the regular day school. Youngsters attend Chabad camps during the
summer, and various excursions and other programs are planned for shorter
school vacation periods. Some children visit grandparents or other relatives on
weekends.
Upon graduation from high school, most youngsters enroll in one or another
Israeli educational program. One girl will enter the Beit Chana program in
Dnipropetrovsk. It is anticipated that most youngsters will settle in Israel.
Rabbi Mendel Karasik, the American house leader for the boys’ home, is
expected to leave that position in June. The house leader for the girls is Elena
Kaplunskaya, daughter of the day school principal.
A physician visits each home every day. Many of the youngsters require
extensive dental work, which is very costly. Several children have been
traumatized by prior experiences and require professional counseling, but
available services are inadequate.
32. The Philanthropic Fund of the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish Community will
continue to subsidize operation of a summer camp in Novomoskovsk, about a
Betsy Gidwitz
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25-minute drive from Dnipropetrovsk. The camp accommodates 150 girls and
150 boys in separate sessions of four weeks duration. Although some campers
are pupils at the day school, Rabbi Kaminezki actively recruits campers from other
schools and from other cities in the region so as to offer more children a Jewish
camping experience. Young women from Beit Chana and from Israel work as
counselors during the girls’ session, and young men from the United States and
Israel are counselors for the boys’ session.
Handicapped children attend special sessions before the regular camp convenes,
and small groups of elderly Jews are invited to the camp for one-week vacations
throughout the camp season. The camp was built by a construction company for
the children of its employees and was sold to Dnipropetrovsk Chabad in 1992.
33. The Boston-Dnipropetrovsk Jewish community kehilla/sister-city project
has brought three medical programs to Dnipropetrovsk. The largest of these is a
Center for Women’s Health, i.e., a consulting and diagnostic center in a defined
wing of Gynecology Hospital #6. The clinic, which is much cleaner and more
pleasant than most medical facilities in the Soviet/post-Soviet Union, includes two
examination rooms, one ultrasound room, a room for hysteroscopy procedures,
and a laboratory. The Boston partners have provided almost all of the medical
equipment and continue to provide a variety of disposable supplies.50
The goals for the project are to: (1) strengthen relations between the government
and the people of Dnipropetrovsk and its Jewish community through the provision
of free modern health care for all; (2) provide physician and medical technician
education; (3) improve primary health care for women; and (4) focus on family
planning, cervical cancer screening and treatment, routine gynecological care,
and diagnosis and treatment of sexually-transmitted diseases.51 Physicians and
medical technicians at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston have
provided training to their Dnipropetrovsk counterparts at sessions in Boston and in
Dnipropetrovsk. In addition to training in technical procedures, the Boston group
has attempted to instill a more professional attitude in Dnipropetrovsk medical
personnel and encourage more sensitive treatment of patients.
The Center is open to any woman who makes an appointment for consultation.52
Approximately 10,000 women visited the clinic, some on several occasions,
50

Because of problems with bureaucracy and corruption in the Ukrainian customs service, most
supplies are brought into Dnipropetrovsk by visitors in accompanying baggage, rather than
shipped in by container.
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Sachs, Benjamin P. “Centers for Women and Children, Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine.” Paper
presented at conference, Jewish Life after the USSR: A Community in Transition, Davis Center for
Russian Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge, February 15, 1999.
52

The concept of an “appointment” is unusual in Soviet/post-Soviet medicine. Typically, would-be
patients go to a clinic without an appointment and wait in line until they are seen. Although the
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during its first full year of operation in 1998. Medical knowledge was shared
throughout Ukraine in seminars and continuing medical education courses. The
Center also has become a training site for cytologists in Ukraine and other
countries.
The project is funded for its first three years by a grant from Combined Jewish
Philanthropies of Greater Boston (the Boston Jewish federation), which was
matched by the George Rohr family of New York. The Boston commitment
includes provision of medical technology, equipment, drugs, and medical
education. The municipality of Dnipropetrovsk is responsible for provision of
facilities, utilities, and all
staff salaries. The project
is managed by the Jewish
Community
Relations
Council of Greater Boston
as part of its relationship
with the Dnipropetrovsk
Jewish community.
A sign at the entrance to the
clinic lists the project donors.
A similar sign in the Russian
language is directly across
the hall.

The Center is governed by a nine-person board of trustees, of whom three are
members of the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish community, three are local non-Jews, and
three are Boston Jews. The board is co-chaired by Dr. Benjamin Sachs, Chief of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston,
and the deputy mayor of Dnipropetrovsk. The board has purchased heaters to be
used in the Center during the winter and has obtained some supplies for the clinic.
Dr. Ludmila Gavrish, one of the principal local physicians in the Center, trained for
one month at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston and sends regular
reports to Dr. Benjamin Sachs about medical care at the Center. She believes
that everyone who works at the Center feels privileged and proud to be
associated with a program that is so advanced. Further, the fact that the Jewish
community of Boston, which is so very far away, has made a large investment for
the use of all women in Dnipropetrovsk has created a new interest in, and
appreciation of, Jewish life in Dnipropetrovsk, Boston, and elsewhere. Dr.
Gavrish added that news reports about the United States received in Ukraine had
clinic is available to all women, Chana Kaminezki (the wife of Rabbi Kaminezki) receives
occasional appeals from women accustomed to the Soviet/post-Soviet way of gaining access to
high-level medical care, i.e., seeking the intervention of an influential person.
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encouraged Ukrainians to associate the United States with crime; the gift of this
center and the continuation of valuable training programs has inspired them to
associate the United States with more positive qualities.
A second Boston clinic, which the writer did not visit, focuses on pediatric care
and is less elaborate. The collaborating Boston-area hospitals are Mt. Auburn
Hospital and Cambridge Hospital, both in Cambridge. The program is based at
Children’s Hospital #9 in Dnipropetrovsk and concentrates on childhood
immunizations and continuing medical education.
About 3,000 children
(representing 10,000 visits) received care at the clinic during its first year of
operation.
The third project was managed by Project Vision, an outgrowth of the American
Physicians Fellowship, Inc. for Medicine in Israel. In November 1997, a medical
group (ophthalmologists, optometrists, internists, and oncologists) from Boston
conducted a five-day consultation based at the Dnipropetrovsk hesed. They
brought with them 25 cartons of American diagnostic equipment, medical
supplies, and eyeglasses. More than 600 patients, most of them elderly clients of
the hesed, were diagnosed and treated. Home visits were made to housebound
patients. Seven individuals received laser treatment, and other patients were
recommended for later surgery. Eventually, Project Vision hopes to train local
medical personnel in such procedures.
Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki is very pleased with all three projects, believing that
they have had a very positive impact on relations between the Dnipropetrovsk
Jewish community and the larger local population. He commented further that
visiting medical personnel and other representatives of Boston always conduct
themselves in a responsible manner and do not attempt to interfere in matters that
are most appropriately handled by local people.
34. Dnipropetrovsk is the administrative center for operations of the Joint
Distribution Committee in a large area of eastern Ukraine. The area includes
four oblasts and 43 cities and towns in which 140,000 to 150,000 Jews reside.
The four oblasts are Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhya, Donetsk, and Lugansk.
The writer met with Itzhak Averbuch, General Director of JDC Programs in
Eastern Ukraine,53 and Rabbi Menachem Lepkivker, JDC Representative in
Dnipropetrovsk. When asked what was new since the writer last met with them
approximately one year previously, the two men responded that Jewish
community center (Еврейский общинный центр) activity had expanded significantly in almost all cities. They also noted that in both Lugansk (approximately
5,000 Jews) and Melitopol (approximately 4,000 Jews), former synagogues that
53

The JDC Eastern Ukraine region also includes a separate center in Kharkiv, which is discussed
below.
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have been returned to the respective Jewish communities have been converted
into multi-purpose Jewish community centers with the assistance of JDC.54
Jewish community center activity includes some of the following, the precise
mix depending on population size, available program space, professional and lay
leadership, and budget: a Jewish library and annual Jewish book festival; clubs for
children and youth; creative activity for children and youth; adult cultural activities,
such as musical or theater groups; adult Jewish education; various programs for
seniors; monthly newspaper or weekly bulletin; family camps; exercise and/or
dance classes; and Israeli and Jewish holiday celebrations. Larger JCCs might
have media centers, programs for handicapped individuals, and Hillel clubs for
students. If the JCC shares space with a synagogue, various religious classes
and related activity also may be on the agenda.
JDC welfare activity focuses on elderly Jews, an increasingly large proportion of
Ukrainian Jewry. In some smaller towns, older Jews may constitute as much as
90 percent of the Jewish population. Many elderly in Ukraine must try to survive
on monthly pensions averaging about $15, which often are paid several months
late. A large proportion of Jewish seniors lives alone without family support, their
families having died during the Shoah or emigrated abroad. JDC welfare services
are operated from heseds, centers that may include some of the following
services: medical and legal consultations, limited distribution of medications,
medical equipment lending service, programs for vision- and hearing-impaired,
hot meals, meals-on-wheels, “warm homes” (private apartments in which elderly
meet for meals and socializing), food parcels, home care, home repairs, small
appliance repairs, clothing and footwear repair, winter assistance, telephone
hotlines, laundry service, day centers and clubs, social and cultural events,
hairdressing, and programs for handicapped children.55
At the request of Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki, the name of the Dnipropetrovsk
hesed, which previously was called Shaarei Hesed, has been changed to Hesed
Menachem in memory of the seventh Lubavitcher rebbe, Menachem Mendel
Schneerson. Rabbi Scheerson, it will be recalled, had family ties to the city. The

54

A Chabad rabbi arrived recently in Lugansk to direct both religious and JDC activity in the local
JCC. The Melitopol facility does not have a rabbi.

55

The hesed concept (hesed, pl. hasadim; Heb.; charity, aid) centers on the provision of aid to
elderly and handicapped Jews. Funding from the Conference on Jewish Material Claims
Against Germany (often referred to as the “Claims Conference”) and from several private
foundations has enabled JDC to develop more than 60 hasadim in Jewish population centers in
the post-Soviet successor states. In large cities, hasadim may be located in buildings purchased
and renovated according to dedicated designs. In areas with small Jewish populations, the hesed
may consist of a cottage or two or three rooms in an apartment. A new initiative is the “hesed on
wheels”, a specially-equipped van offering selected welfare and cultural services that travels to the
smallest Jewish population centers. Some heseds-on-wheels are geared to specific holiday
commemorations.
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Dnipropetrovsk hesed and Jewish community center share a large building in
the center of the city. The large size of the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish population and
the relative spaciousness of the hesed/JCC building encourage a broad range of
programming.
By the end of 1998, Hesed Menachem served hot meals to over 1,400 clients
several times each week at various locations and delivered meals on wheels to
over 500 homebound elderly. Its “warm home” program served about 300 people
in different apartments around the city. It leased over 100 pieces of medical and
health equipment each month. “Patronage workers” visited almost 900 elderly to
help with personal hygiene matters, clean apartments, buy groceries and prepare
meals, and perform other tasks. A varied program of activities was available at
the hesed itself, from medical consultations to hairdressing to clubs and holiday
celebrations. Over 500 people participate in a program for the blind and visually
impaired. An adult day care program was started, drawing groups of 15 elderly
every 45 days for a full range of services.
Under pressure (and with assistance) from activists in Boston, the Dnipropetrovsk
hesed was the first in the post-Soviet states to offer rehabilitative, social, and
recreational activities for handicapped children, principally those with cerebral
palsy. The Tikvah Club now accommodates 80 children and works closely with
Rabbi Kaminezki in arranging for children and caregivers to attend sessions at the
Chabad summer camp.
Since the writer’s last visit to the hesed in 1998, a basement area had been
renovated to provide additional program space. A laundry with four washerdryers launders clothing and linens of patronage (home visit) clients. A therapy
room had been built for Tikvah club children, and a workout room with fitness
equipment attracts JCC activists.
Other JCC activities include various arts and cultural programs for children, a
community library, women’s club, family club, aerobics classes, and a press
center (see below). The JCC sponsors a summer family camp, various holiday
celebrations, and matzah-baking experiences for children before Pesach.
The JCC also supports a Hillel student club, which offers various programs for
university-age Jewish youth. Unfurnished at the time of the writer’s visit, a room
for Hillel activities has been provided in the JCC basement.56
The Press Center of the JCC, directed by Oleg Rostovtsev, consists of one room
in the JCC.
According to Mr. Rostovtsev, the Press Center provides public
relations services for all Jewish community institutions. A JDC-supplied computer
and scanner are well-suited to the needs of the center, said Mr. Rostovtsev, but
56

Rabbi Kaminezki also is including program space for Hillel in the Jewish community center
attached to the Golden Rose synagogue. See page 29.
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the center’s photography equipment is inadequate.
Projects of the center
include: providing information about Judaism, Jewish holidays, and the Jewish
community to the secular press; preparation of inserts in Shabbat Shalom (the
local Jewish newspaper) for the Jewish Agency, Israel Cultural Center, and JCC;
production of videos for the Jewish Agency, JDC, and other organizations;
development of photographic archives of disappearing small Jewish population
centers in the region; and, in the near future, development of Russian- and
English-language web sites about the Dnipropetrovsk Jewish community.
The Dnipropetrovsk JCC/Hesed Menachem building hosts the Dnipropetrovsk
Institute for Social and Community Workers, a branch of a larger JDC institute
in St. Petersburg. Serving all of eastern Ukraine, the Dnipropetrovsk institute
offers a range of training courses for individuals working in JCC/hesed activities.
For example, seminars and workshops are held on operation of warm homes
programs, libraries, creative arts for children and adults, programs for
handicapped children, family camps, etc.
35. Max Shenkerman, the director of the Jewish Agency for Israel in
Dnipropetrovsk, was born in Mogilev-Podolsk in Ukraine, a small city close to the
Moldovan border. A 22-year veteran of the Israel Defense Forces, his posting in
Dnipropetrovsk is his first job with JAFI.
The writer met with Mr. Shenkerman immediately after JAFI had dedicated its new
centrally-located offices, a major improvement over its earlier quarters on the
other side of the Dnipr River. Mr. Shenkerman noted that the new office is welllocated relative to local universities, a significant source of aliyah. Premises
include one large classroom for Hebrew classes, several smaller rooms, and
individual offices.
The Dnipropetrovsk installation is one of four major JAFI offices in Ukraine and
includes four oblasts -- Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, Zaporizhya, and Kirovograd -in its purview. Mr. Shenkerman reviewed the current economic situation in the
area, noting that it was based on heavy industry deriving from iron, manganese,
coal, and other mineral deposits. Heavily subsidized during the Soviet period,
much of this industry is obsolescent and now is working far below capacity. He
estimated that only 35 to 40 percent of heavy industry in Dnipropetrovsk is
productive.
A middle class, said Mr. Shenkerman, barely exists. Local salaries, when paid,
are $30 to $40 monthly. A six to eight months lag in wage payments is common.
“People don’t live, they exist.” (“Люди не живут, они существуют.”) Mr.
Shenkerman observed that educated people with university degrees are reduced
to selling clothing and household items in street bazaars. Young children help
their families by begging; older children also beg, but often they keep some or all
of the money for themselves and buy vodka. People sell all of their belongings -Betsy Gidwitz
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and then tax inspectors want everything they earned as taxes or bribes. Young
people (молодежь), said Mr. Shenkerman, are in the worst situation of all; they
finish university or an institute and can find work only in a street bazaar. The
young, he continued, have no hope for the future. Therefore, Jewish young
people are leaving.
Mr. Shenkerman estimates that between 100,000 and 150,000 people in his fouroblast region are eligible for aliyah. The Jewish population of Dnipropetrovsk
according to halakha is 40,000 to 60,000; according to the Israeli Law of Return,
said Mr. Shenkerman, the Jewish population of Dnipropetrovsk may include
70,000 to 100,000 people.
JAFI sponsors a very active youth club, which draws more than 600 participants
to special events, such as a Purim party, and 150 to Shabbat events. On a
regular basis, its various “circles” (interest groups) attract steady smaller groups.
Mr. Shenkerman is seeking larger quarters for the youth club as it has outgrown
its current premises. He hopes to lease a detached building; JAFI success in
attracting Jewish young people has attracted an unwelcome neighbor—a
Christian missionary group.57
JAFI will sponsor three summer camp sessions near Dnipropetrovsk, two for
about 150 adolescents (total of 300 teens) between the ages of 13 and 17, and
one session for 150 college students. It also will sponsor a camp near Donetsk
for about 160 adolescents between the ages of 13 and 17.
JAFI is operating 93 Hebrew ulpan courses throughout the four-oblast area this
year, compared with 61 last year; the increase reflects increased demand.58 The
61 courses last year enrolled 5,407 students; 2,336 students were enrolled during
the first three months of 1999. Forty-two teachers are assigned to the various
ulpans. Ulpan teachers have begun to teach some elements of Jewish tradition
within ulpan classes, beginning with the Shabbat Shalom kits prepared by the
World Zionist Organization Center for Religious Affairs in the Diaspora and the
Jewish Agency.59 Mr. Shenkerman said that some ulpan students appear very
uneasy about the introduction of Jewish tradition into Hebrew classes, probably
because, in his view, they are reluctant to appear ignorant in the presence of their
peers. Mr. Shenkerman believes that participation in Jewish tradition, however,
hesitant, is the “first step homeward”, i.e., the first step toward developing a real
identification with Israel as a homeland for the Jewish people.
57

The missionaries are local people sponsored by European evangelists. Mr. Shenkerman said
that he had located an appropriate building, but that rental costs exceeded current budgetary
provisions.
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Nineteen ulpan courses are being taught in Dnipropetrovsk at three different sites.
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The Shabbat Shalom kits include a richly illustrated bilingual Russian and Hebrew 96-page
handbook about Shabbat, candles, a small bottle of wine, a wine glass, a challah cover, and
several kipot. The same organizations have produced a similar Haggadah for Pesach.
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As is suggested by the increased enrollment in Hebrew ulpans, aliyah also has
increased in 1999. Between January and April in 1998, 1,063 people from
Dnipropetrovsk emigrated to Israel; the total for the comparable figure in 1999 is
1,417. In response to a question, Mr. Shenkerman said that the primary
motivation for aliyah is the dreadful economic situation in the area; increasing
antisemitism may play a small role in the larger figures, but it is not the major
factor. He believes that aliyah will continue to increase, but only incrementally.
JAFI organizes a “Day about Israel” (“День об Израеле”) every Sunday in the
JAFI office. A different topic, such as health care or education in Israel, is
presented each week, attracting 50 to 70 people responding to notices and
advertisements about the program. People register when they arrive and receive
additional information about aliyah after the presentation. JAFI also arranges
information tables at almost all community events.60
Two charter flights, each in aircraft seating 80 to 90 people,
(immigrants) to Israel from Dnipropetrovsk, the departure point for
every week. Another 15 to 30 olim travel to Israel on each of the
commercial flights between Dnipropetrovsk and Israel every week.
Shenkerman or his chief deputy is at the airport for each flight.

bring olim
the region,
two regular
Either Mr.

The most popular aliyah programs, said Mr. Shenkerman are Na’aleh, Selah,
First Home in the Homeland, and kibbutz ulpan. Additionally, Aliyah 2000, which
focuses on specific positions, is very attractive, especially the tracks for nurses,
computer programmers, and truck drivers for the Port of Ashdod. JAFI also
sponsors job clubs for middle-age people, who send their resum⎯s to potential
employers by e-mail.
In common with other JAFI personnel (and with many others in Ukraine who work
with Jewish adolescents), Mr. Shenkerman expressed concern about the
expiration on June 16 of the current agreement between Israel and Ukraine about
Na’aleh.61 Ukrainian authorities clearly are concerned about “adolescent brain
drain” and are harassing JAFI about the program. When JAFI opened its camp
for the Na’aleh exams, local SBU authorities came to the camp uninvited and
remained there for three hours, related Mr. Shenkerman. They threatened to
close both the camp and the JAFI office in Dnipropetrovsk. Later, they
summoned Mr. Shenkerman to the SBU office, where he was detained for four
hours. They spoke darkly about his future, saying that this visit to their office
would not be his last visit to the SBU, and they threatened to expel him from
60

The writer saw one such table at a JDC-sponsored talent show featuring various performances
by children participating in JCC music and dance classes. Various printed materials about Israel,
aliyah, and JAFI programs were available and were taken by those in attendance.
61

See page 21.
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Ukraine as Noach Nadler, the JAFI representative in Odessa, had been expelled
for organizing seminars for scientists.
Both Mr. Shenkerman and his chief deputy, also an Israeli, have been attacked
and badly beaten up in separate incidents by gangs of toughs. The deputy
suffered a brain concussion and was hospitalized in Israel for several weeks, but
has since returned to Dnipropetrovsk. Mr. Shenkerman believes that the two
incidents may have been intended to intimidate JAFI into curbing its aliyah
programs, but acknowledges that other motivations may have provoked the
assaults.62
Mr. Shenkerman says that his office works closely with various Jewish communal
institutions in Dnipropetrovsk. Local Jews, he said, respect the organizations and
ties between the organizations are very tight (очень тесно). Most local Jewish
institutions are very helpful to JAFI. JAFI works especially well with the day
school, assisting older pupils in finding appropriate educational programs in Israel.
Jewish emigration to Germany continues. It is an attractive destination for some
Jews because of the economic benefits provided by the German state.
Mr. Shenkerman outlined several projects that he would like to complete during
his time in Dnipropetrovsk. First, he would like to establish a new JAFI youth club
in suitable premises. Among many other activities, he hopes to offer computer
classes within such a club. Second he would like to organize construction of a
monument to local victims of the Shoah at Gendarmskaya balka, a gully in an
area then considered on the outskirts of town, where approximately 11,000 Jews
Third, he would like to organize
were shot on September 13, 1941.63
construction of a monument to Russian Zionist leader Menachem Mendel
Ussishkin (1863-1941), who lived in Ekaterinoslav for some years, and sponsor a
seminar about his work. Fourth, Mr. Shenkerman would like to offer some
assistance to the children’s homes in Dnipropetrovsk, perhaps arranging for the
contribution of clothing, food, and or toys and games.
36. The representative of Nativ (formerly Lishkat Hakesher) in Dnipropetrovsk is
David Dolev. Among his responsibilities is supervision of the Israel Culture
Center in Dnipropetrovsk, one of four such Israeli government-sponsored installations in Ukraine. The territory of this office stretches from Dniprodzerzhinsk in the
62

The attack on the deputy may have been a robbery. He was carrying a large sum of money
that he had brought to Dnipropetrovsk from the JAFI office in Kyiv. It is believed that a local
secretary or other local person employed by JAFI was aware of the deputy’s mission to Kyiv and
tipped off the assailants. Antisemitism also is considered a plausible motivation for this assault, as
well as the attack on Mr. Shenkerman.
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Development of an appropriate monument at the massacre site has been considered for some
years. Reflecting both uncertainty about the precise location of the slaughter and the reality that
local university sports facilities may have been constructed (knowingly or unknowingly) over a
portion of the site, no action has been taken on such a project.
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north to Berdyansk in the south, from Kremenchug and Kirovograd in the west to
Tokmak in the east.
Mr. Dolev estimates that 35,000 to 40,000 Jews live in Dnipropetrovsk, “half of
whom forget that they are Jews”. It is likely that at least 70,000 local people,
including non-Jewish spouses of Jews, are eligible for emigration to Israel.
The Israel Cultural Center sponsors between 13 and 17 Hebrew ulpan classes in
Dnipropetrovsk during the year, a large youth club and other activities for
children, computer classes for individuals who also are enrolled in ulpan classes,
holiday celebrations and concerts, and a local branch of the Open University of
Israel. Mr. Dolev readily acknowledged that the ulpan classes and youth club
compete with those offered by the Jewish Agency. JAFI and the Israel Culture
Center often collaborate in public celebrations of Israeli holidays.
As the representative of the Israeli government, Nativ supervises Israeli Ministry
of Education efforts in the region. These include 19 Sunday schools, including
nine in Dnipropetrovsk. Israeli government-sponsored Sunday schools are
secular in orientation and include instruction in Hebrew, Jewish tradition, and
Jewish and Israeli history. The Ministry also provides subsidies to Israeli teachers
of Judaic subjects at the two day schools in the area, which are in Dnipropetrovsk
and Zaporizhya.
One of the major responsibilities of the Israel Cultural Center is issuing Israeli
visas to those planning to emigrate to Israel. Before February 1998, all visa
applicants were required to visit the Israeli Consulate in Kyiv, a major burden on
the Consulate there and a major expense to the future immigrants. Mr. Dolev said
that the issuance of Israel visas occupies about 50 percent of his time.
Individuals who live outside Dnipropetrovsk usually travel to and from the city by
slow local trains. Upon arrival in Dnipropetrovsk, they often go directly to the ICC,
even if it is the middle of the night. A guard at the ICC will put their names on a
list in order of arrival. If the ICC is closed, the future olim often sleep in a local
park until it opens. Once the ICC is open, they return to the ICC where they are
called in to see Mr. Dolev in the order in which their names appear on the guard’s
list.
Mr. Dolev frequently works 14-hour days on the two to three days each week that
the ICC provides consular services. He interviews every adult from the region
who wants to emigrate to Israel. He hears the entire story of a family through
three or four generations, including many tragic accounts of family members
slaughtered in the Shoah. He inspects all documents, including certificates
marking birth, marriage, and death of parents and grandparents. He must use
substantial judgment and logic concerning those people who claim that
documents were lost during the Holocaust, World War II, or in other chaotic
circumstances in 20th- century Ukrainian history. He realizes that he decides the
destiny of an entire family, which is a “very big responsibility”. Unfortunately,
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some applicants for aliyah are impostors with forged documents. They just want
to leave Ukraine because they are hopeless about the future.
Mr. Dolev said that perhaps only 50 percent of visa applicants are halakhically
Jewish. Twenty-five to thirty percent have only one Jewish grandparent, a
sufficient Jewish background according to the Israeli Law of Return. However,
Mr. Dolev observed, many of them do not identify as Jews and some openly
acknowledge a Christian faith. If the applicants themselves converted to
Christianity, they are ineligible for aliyah; if it was a parent who converted and
then raised the child as a Christian, the child is eligible for aliyah. Mr. Dolev
expressed concern about the impact of such immigrants on the State of Israel
when they do not identify with Israel, the Jewish people, or Judaism. They are
just opportunists who want to leave Ukraine and start new lives in another
country.
The primary reasons for aliyah, said Mr. Dolev, are: the local economic situation,
which generates a sense of hopelessness about the future; opportunities for one’s
children, which seem very limited in Ukraine due to economic problems and
deteriorating schools; and family reunification, especially parents following
children who are participating in the Na’aleh program. Perhaps 20 to 30 percent
of olim from the area have first-degree relatives in Israel.
In response to a question, Mr. Dolev said that he thinks that Ukraine will agree to
a two- or three-year extension of the current Na’aleh agreement. The Ukrainian
government realizes that most Na’aleh youngsters remain in Israel. Ukraine is
trying to apply pressure to Israel so that Israel calls upon the United States to
intervene. At that point, Ukraine will agree to renew Na’aleh in return for United
States support of a loan to Ukraine from the World Bank or some other
concession. Ukraine will agree to continuation of Na’aleh because, “They have no
choice.”
Antisemitism remains at a low level in Dnipropetrovsk, said Mr. Dolev. The local
Jewish community, through Rabbi Kaminezky and a number of wealthy Jewish
businessmen, has excellent relations with local authorities.
However,
antisemitism is a problem in other communities, such as Pavlograd, where the
small and weak Jewish population (perhaps 600 to 1,000 people in a city of
100,000) seems to be a scapegoat for poor economic conditions.
The Dnipropetrovsk Israel Cultural Center will be moving to a new centrallylocated facility during the summer.
37.
Rabbi Meir Stambler is the director of the Federation of Jewish
Communities in Ukraine, an umbrella group for Chabad operations in Ukraine
with the “cooperation and support of the Or Avner organization” (при содействии
и поддержке организации “Ор-Авнер”). Or Avner, whose major supporter is
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Levi Levayev, has posted rabbis in ten Ukrainian cities: Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk,
Zaporizhya, Kharkiv, Kremenchuk, Zhitomir, Odessa, Mykolaiv, Kherson, and
Simferopol. Each of these rabbis is responsible for various programs in his city
and a surrounding region.
The programs in Zaporizhya (see below), Kremenchuk, and Lugansk are new.
Some in Or Avner opposed the assignment of rabbis to the latter two cities
because the Jewish populations of both are small, probably about 5,000 Jews in
each. However, preliminary Chabad outreach in these areas suggested that local
Jewish populations would provide adequate financial support to sustain Jewish
communal life if Chabad provided leadership. In fact, Jews in Kremenchuk rented
a building for use by the Jewish community under the leadership of the Chabad
rabbi. The current Or Avner practice is to cover a salary for the rabbi plus some
additional expenses for one year. The rabbi should be able to raise enough
money locally (and perhaps from friends abroad) to support himself and various
programs within a year. Major activities include coordination of welfare programs
(in cooperation with JDC), social and cultural activities, religious observance, and
Jewish education. The first priority in Jewish education would be development of
a preschool and Sunday school. If these are successful, a day school might be
established.
Rabbi Stambler noted that the major role of rabbis in most post-Soviet cities is
that of community organizer. The activities that they sponsor build Jewish identity
and will help to sustain Ukrainian Jewry as Jews until most younger Jews leave
for Israel. In communities with rabbis, observed Rabbi Stambler, many more
Jews emigrate to Israel than to Germany.64
In common with many others with whom the writer spoke, Rabbi Stambler
believes that the Chabad operation in Kyiv will affiliate with the Federation in the
future. Some Chabad rabbis, said Rabbi Stambler, would like to reach out to
Rabbi Moshe Asman now, but others are hesitant to do so. All realize that the
Kyiv situation is sensitive because of the need to avoid any action that might be
perceived as threatening to the position or programs of Rabbi Yaakov Dov Bleich,
a Karliner-Stoliner hasid, who is Chief Rabbi of Kyiv and Ukraine.
Regional development is a new emphasis in Chabad programming throughout
Ukraine. All rabbis are urged to think regionally, to reach out to Jews in smaller
Jewish population centers. Every Jew in Ukraine, said Rabbi Stambler, should
have a rabbi. Chabad rabbis should visit each small Jewish population center in
their regions at least once each month. Seminars that involve Jews from smaller
towns should be held at least three times each year. Forty percent of the
enrollment in Chabad summer camps should originate in smaller towns. Each
64

Many rabbis in Ukraine are strongly Zionist in conviction. Some who are less Zionist
philosophically are ‘pragmatic’ Zionists, believing that Jewish demographic factors and local
economic conditions portend a difficult future for the Jewish population in Ukraine.
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Chabad day school should build a dormitory so that youngsters from outlying
towns in the region can attend a Jewish high school. Boys and girls from outlying
towns who do not attend a Jewish school should be invited to shabbatonim and
holiday celebrations in the regional center.
The Federation of Jewish Communities has developed Russian-language
booklets on each Jewish holiday, other holiday materials, and a Russian-language
textbook entitled Jewish Tradition (Еврейская традиция) for high school
students that are distributed throughout Ukraine. Ninety-seven tons of matza
were distributed for Pesach, and menorahs and candles are distributed at
Chanukah. Rabbi Stambler hopes that a weekly Jewish newspaper (Шомрей
шабос) published in Odessa and mailed to many Jewish homes in four south
Ukraine oblasts soon will be available throughout Ukraine. The Federation also
provides legal advice for communities dealing with local bureaucracies and with
national customs officials.
A forthcoming project for the Federation is the development of boarding schools
in Israel to accommodate youngsters in their initial steps of aliyah. Initially, the
schools may offer only a 12th grade, which would provide a strong preparatory
year program for teens finishing the standard post-Soviet 11-grade school and
wishing to enter an Israeli university. However, in time, the schools would
develop lower grades as well. Youngsters will gain a foothold in Israel and will be
joined in aliyah by their parents at a later date.
The paraprofessional rabbi program, starting in Dnipropetrovsk and Donetsk
with 18 and eight students respectively, is another aspect of regional
development. Each Chabad regional center should develop such a program,
sending its graduates out to small communities in which they will coordinate
religious observance and educational, culture, and welfare programs.
Paraprofessional rabbis, all of whom are university graduates, should work
several years in Ukraine and then be helped to find appropriate positions in Israel.
Zaporizhya
38. The city of Zaporizhya (known until 1921 as Aleksandrovsk) is the
administrative center of Zaporizhya oblast, which lies immediately south of
Dnipropetrovsk oblast. The cities of Dnipropetrovsk and Zaporizhya are about
fifty miles apart. The city of Zaporizhya was established in the late sixteenth
century by roving bands of local Cossacks known as Zaporizhya Cossacks. Their
descendants remain in the area today, although they are less numerous and less
well known than the Don Cossacks to the east and Kuban Cossacks to the
southeast.
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Extensive deposits of lignite as well as electricity generated by a hydroelectric
station on the Dnipr River supported development of an economy based on
metallurgy, chemicals, and transportation equipment. In common with other
centers of heavy industry in the post-Soviet transition states, much of this
enterprise is obsolescent and currently non-operative. Agricultural production
(especially winter wheat, corn, and potatoes) in the oblast sustains a food
processing industry.
The current population of the city of Zaporizhya is approximately 880,000,
including 10,000 to 12,000 Jews. Smaller concentrations of Jews live in
Melitopol (perhaps 4,000 Jews) and Berdyansk (1,500), both in the southern
part of the oblast, and in nine or ten other cities, each with fewer than 500 Jews.
39. Beginning in 1993, the Joint Distribution Committee allocated significant
resources to restoration of a large synagogue building, which includes a spacious
sanctuary, several classrooms and meeting rooms, a library, a kitchen, and a
dining room accommodating 100 individuals at tables for four. Rabbi Nochum
Ehrentroi, a Chabad hasid from Israel, is Chief Rabbi of Zaporizhya. His original
employment in the city was under the auspices of JDC, which engaged him in
1996 in the dual capacity of rabbi and JDC representative in Zaporizhya.
In 1998, JDC abruptly ceased payment of Rabbi Ehrentroi’s salary in response to
budgetary pressures. However, Rabbi Ehrentroi remained in the city and
continued to work on behalf of the local Jewish community, dependent upon the
salary of his wife, a teacher at the local day school. After several months, Or
Avner assumed responsibility for Rabbi Ehrentroi’s salary, as JDC doubtless
assumed that it would. Rabbi Ehrentroi now is officially associated with Chabad
and its Federation of Jewish Communities in Ukraine, rather than with JDC.
40. In a meeting with Rabbi Ehrentroi and Boris Esterkin, President of the
synagogue, Mr. Esterkin reviewed recent Zaporoizhya Jewish history . During
the Soviet period, the current synagogue had been used for office space and as a
dental clinic. In 1989, some Jews in Zaporizhya formed a Jewish cultural
organization, which evolved into a religious group by 1994. In Mr. Esterkin’s
estimate, about 60 percent of the Jewish population is elderly; about 3,000 Jews
are on the rolls of the local hesed. Jewish emigration from the city is significant,
especially among the youth, who find the Na’aleh and Selah programs very
attractive.
Rabbi Ehrentroi said that many Jews conceal their Jewish ethnicity, managing to
have Russian or Ukrainian inscribed on the nationality line of their internal
passports. Middle-age and older Jews may come to the synagogue for holiday
celebrations, but many Jews between the ages of 35 and 50 are afraid to be
associated with any Jewish institution or event.
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41. The synagogue building also serves as a Jewish community center.
However, because the city of Zaporizhya stretches for some distance along the
Dnipr River, it is difficult for people who live at the “ends” of the municipality to
participate in synagogue/JCC programs.
About 90 youngsters attend weekly Sunday school classes at the synagogue. A
JCC youth group attracts about 120 young people between the ages of four and
24. Children participate in JCC arts and crafts classes,65 a drama group, and
other activities. Twenty-five to 30 university students attend Friday evening
services and other Friday evening programs planned especially for them. Large
community seders are held every evening during Pesach in the spacious secondfloor sanctuary. About 15 or 16 women attend shiurim (classes) every Sunday.
As many as 800 local Jews participate in holiday celebrations at the synagogue.
An active library, staffed by a trained librarian, contains about 2,500 Russianlanguage volumes. The JCC also is the main site for the local JAFI ulpan.66
About 50 to 60 individuals attend a daily minyan at the synagogue, which is
followed by breakfast. Another 60 elderly Jews gather for lunch at the
synagogue, and the synagogue kitchen prepares 60 additional meals for delivery
to homebound hesed clients.67
42. In addition to activities at the synagogue/JCC, Rabbi and Mrs. Dina Ehrentroi
invite local Jews to their home every Shabbat and on many Jewish holidays.
Mrs. Ehrentroi is well-known in the community as she is the head Hebrew teacher
at the local Jewish day school.
Five or six young women from Zaporizhya are enrolled at Beit Chana in
Dnipropetrovsk, referred there by the Ehrentrois. Rabbi Ehrentroi also has
assisted local Jewish boys in unstable homes in gaining admission to the boys’
home in Dnipropetrovsk.
43. Rabbi Ehrentroi does not sponsor a summer camp. However, he cooperates
with JDC in offering a ten-day family camp that attracts about 60 families.

65

The teacher of arts and crafts classes is a graduate of Beit Chana in Dnipropetrovsk.

66

JAFI operations in Zaporizhya are supervised from Dnipropetrovsk.

67

JDC subsidizes most meals. The writer did not see other hesed operations, which are located
in different premises. It would seem that the synagogue/JCC building could accommodate these
programs, but hesed management finds it difficult to work with Mr. Esterkin.
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44. The Zaporizhya Jewish day school -- known formally as Zaporizhya
Muncipal Jewish National Gymnasium Alef -- opened in 1992 under the
auspices of the Lishkat Hakesher/Nativ Maavar (now Tsofia) program. It quickly
acquired widespread notoriety for its Bundist approach to Jewish education,
creating the spectacle of an anti-Zionist school sponsored by the Israeli
government. Conflict within its faculty was rife and public, its administration
encouraging the anti-Zionist direction and some teachers opposing it. Although
resignation of a key official due to illness has reduced visible hostilities within the
school, Gymnasium Alef remains an institution mired in discord. All observers
ascribe the problems to the principal, a local woman who is militantly anti-religious
and anti-Zionist. She actively discourages pupils from participating in the
synagogue/JCC, observance of religious holidays, Jewish summer camps, and
Jewish Agency and other Zionist programs.68 She is said to be a skilled politician
with exceptionally strong ties to local authorities, thus ensuring her continued
tenure at the school.69
The writer met with Judah Wagner, a Judaic studies teacher assigned to the
school by the Israel Ministry of Education.70 Mr. Wagner said that the role of the
school was to provide its pupils with “a piece of eretz Israel”. The current
enrollment of the school is 310 youngsters, ranging in age from seven to 17.
Another 50 youngsters, he said, are on a waiting list for enrollment.71 He did not
refer to the ethnic background of Gymnasium Alef pupils; it is widely believed that
only about 40 percent are Jewish, even according to the relaxed standards of the
Israeli Law of Return.72
Mr. Wagner said that pupils are scheduled for a
minimum of eight class periods each week in Jewish studies classes. Four hours
are assigned to a combination of Jewish tradition, Jewish history, geography of
Israel, and Jewish music; another four hours are assigned to Hebrew; and some
classes also have one (non-credit) class each week in Yiddish.
Most of the 16 classes in the school meet on the upper floors of a building shared
with a special gymnastics academy. Several lower grades are accommodated in
another school building several blocks away. About four or five pupils leave the
68

A foreign observer with considerable experience in Zaporizhya refers to the principal as a very
difficult woman who is “at war with the entire Jewish community”.
69

Both Nativ and Rabbi Ehrentroi have tried to replace the principal. Tension between the
principal and Mrs. Ehrentroi, who is the head Hebrew teacher at the school, is palpable.
70

The writer had met Mr. Wagner several years earlier in Kyiv, where he was working for JDC.
The principal of the school was out of town.

71

In another context, Mr. Wagner said that many Jewish children in the city attend other schools
with higher standards in general academic courses.
72

It is not unusual for Nativ schools to enroll a significant number of non-Jewish pupils, but the
proportion in Gymnasium Alef seems exceptionally high and, doubtless, is a factor in the retention
of an anti-religious and anti-Zionist principal.
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school every year to go to Israel in the Na’aleh program. Most youngsters want to
go to Israel, said Mr. Wagner; their parents also would like to leave Ukraine, he
continued, but many fear that they will be unemployable in Israel. Many of the
teachers, he said, emigrate to Germany.
45. Rabbi Ehrentroi is frustrated by the non-religious, non-Zionist philosophy of
the day school. He would like to start an alternative day school, suggesting that
another large synagogue building that he is likely to receive from the city might be
an appropriate site. The cost of launching such an enterprise, along with a
shrinking enrollment pool due to emigration of young families, suggests that a
second day school might be a difficult project. However, the shortcomings of
Gymnasium Alef may compel serious consideration of developing a Chabad day
school.
46. The synagogue operates a preschool enrolling 60 children between the ages
of three and six. Its program begins at 7:00 a.m. and ends at 5:00 p.m., a very
popular schedule with working parents. Youngsters are fed breakfast, lunch, and
a big afternoon snack. Some children have one non-Jewish parent, but all are
Jewish according to the Israel Law of Return. Efforts are made to teach parents
about all Jewish holidays. The preschool operates on a year-round schedule, with
about 50 percent of the children continuing throughout the year. Two of the
teachers are graduates of
Beit Chana in Dnipropetrovsk.

Teachers and assistants serve
lunch to preschoolers in
Zaporizhya. Rabbi Ehrentroi
has crouched down to chat with
children in rear of photo at left.

Dnipropdzerzhinsk
47. Dniprodzerzhinsk is located on the banks of the Dnipr River, approximately
22 miles northwest of Dnipropetrovsk. It was founded in 1779 as Kamenskoye
(Каменское) and, in 1936, its name was changed in honor of Feliks “Iron Feliks”
Dzerzhinsky (1877-1926), notorious head of the Cheka (renamed OGPU in 1922,
NKVD in 1934, and KGB in 1953) from 1917 until his death in 1926.73 A massive
73

Dzerzhinsky died from a heart attack at the 17th Congress of the Communist Party of Russia. In
addition to his secret police responsibilities, he also served as Commissar of Transport (in which
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hydroelectric station provides power for a “black industrial base” focused on iron
and steel, industrial chemicals, cement, machine-building, and construction of
railroad cars. Dniprodzershinsk is rated one of the ten most heavily polluted cities
in all of the post-Soviet success states.
The general population of the city is about 280,000. Between 2,000 and 3,000
Jews live in Dniprodzerzhinsk, following heavy emigration (perhaps 2,000) in
recent years.
48. The writer met with Dmitry Tarnopolsky, president of the local Jewish
community, and a group of older Jews at Maayan Hesed, the local welfare center.
Maayan Hesed is located in a small single-story house that JDC purchased from
its owner, a former activist in the Jewish community, when she emigrated. The
building seems warm and homey. Its largest room has a small library, piano,
several desks and chairs, a sofa, and various Jewish artifacts. Two smaller
rooms, one equipped
with
two
computers
provided by JDC, serve
as offices.
A small
courtyard, with one wall
decorated to resemble
the Western Wall in
Jerusalem, provides a
pleasant place to sit in
warm weather.
Maayan Hesed is located in
a small house on this semipaved street.

The hesed roll includes 675 individuals, most of them elderly. A few middle-age
people unable to work because of various handicaps and several invalid children
also receive assistance. At the time of the writer’s visit, a local retired physician
and another woman were distributing medications to some of the elderly gathered
in the house. The physician’s assistant counted out pills, inserted them into handmade pill envelopes, and handed the envelopes to hesed clients, who signed
receipts for the medicine. The physician maintained meticulous records in several

capacity he reorganized and expanded the Soviet railroad system) from 1921, and as chairman of
the Supreme Council of the National Economy (in which capacity he exercised the leading role in
developing Soviet heavy industry). Simultaneously, he was responsible for liquidating the
bezprizorniye or tens of thousands of homeless orphans who wandered throughout Russia in the
aftermath of revolution and civil war.
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account books. All medicines are donated by the Adopt-a-Bubbe/Adopt-aZayde project of Action for Post-Soviet Jewry in Waltham, MA.
The hesed also loans JDC-supplied medical equipment and sponsors one JDCsponsored warm home that accommodates 15 people once each week for a meal
and socializing. Liliya Tarnopolskaya, director of Maayan Hesed (and the wife of
Dimitry Tarnopolsky), said that some of the warm home clients cried at the first
session because they were so grateful for the attention showed to them; others
ate quickly and left early because of embarrassment at requiring such assistance.
In general, said Ms. Tarnopolskaya, pensions in Dniprodzerzhinsk range from $8
to $15 monthly.74 All elderly need aid for food and medicine, even those who held
prestigious positions during their active years. “Their dignity is shattered” when
they are forced to ask for assistance. The hesed tries to maintain an atmosphere
of love, caring, and hope.
All hesed volunteer workers are required to sign a contract (контракт) in which
the volunteer worker and the hesed itself agree to certain conditions.75 As is the
situation elsewhere in the post-Soviet states, most volunteers are women in their
mid-fifties and older. By law, women are eligible for pensions at 55, and most
places of employment encourage their departure at that time. In common with
conditions elsewhere in Europe, “volunteers” in this type of work often receive a
small stipend for their “volunteer activity” to supplement their pensions.
The writer spoke with one elderly woman whose husband, at age 95, is the oldest
hesed client. He is homebound after two heart attacks, unable to walk. He
cannot leave their third-floor apartment because the elevator in their building does
not work. (It has not worked for 18 years.) He requires adult diapers, but these
are rarely available.
74

Pensions across the post-Soviet states are lower in smaller cities and towns and paid even less
regularly than in larger cities.
75

For example, the worker must agree to: fulfill responsibilities according to plan and within an
agreed-upon timeframe; be friendly, neat, good-natured, tolerant toward others and demanding of
oneself, and respectful of the dignity and culture of other people; not divulge confidential
information entrusted to him by the client or the hesed; and not enter into a[ny] business
relationships with the client. At the same time, the volunteer worker has the right to: freely choose
the [nature of his] work in accordance with his wishes and physical capacity; enroll in a course of
study [relevant to his work] and continue to study during his tenure; regularly receive both an oral
and a written performance review of his work that is expressed in a positive, encouraging
(поощряемым) manner; and participate in monthly seminars and workers’ meetings.
The hesed, “respecting human rights and the principles of voluntarism, will fulfill the following
obligations: present the volunteer with a choice of activities in consideration of the volunteer’s
inclinations and abilities, and also in consideration of the needs of the hesed; provide regular
transportation to the place of work, necessary equipment, and encouragement; guarantee
attention, respect, and a tactful attitude to each volunteer; support the initiatives of volunteers and
their suggestions as full and equal members of the hesed; and promise the volunteer an
interesting and active life and support in complicated situations.”
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49. Maayan Hesed is a base from which a driver takes food, linens, and/or
medicine to smaller villages, some with as few as two or three elderly Jews.
Maayan Hesed itself is supplied by JDC and by Boston Action for Post-Soviet
Jewry (through its representative in Dnipropetrovsk).
50. According to Dmitry Tarnopolsky, the local Jewish community operates an
afterschool program in which a bus picks up all Dniprodzerzhinsk Jewish
children every school day from the different schools that they attend and brings
them to one school in which the community rents several rooms. The children
participate in afterschool classes in Hebrew, Jewish tradition, and Jewish history
and culture. They also are provided with a nutritious dinner. The parents, who
are very grateful for the constructive supervision of their children and for the
meals, pay whatever they can for the program.
51. A former synagogue is located a short distance from the Maayan Hesed
house. Now being used as a general theater, it is large and in good condition.
Some of the features of an Orthodox synagogue, such as a women’s balcony, are
clearly visible. The structure would be a good community building for a larger and
more vital Jewish population than that currently in the city.

Novomoskovsk

52. Novomoskovsk is located on the right bank of the Samara River, about a 20minute drive across the Dnipr River from Dnipropetrovsk. Its general population is
about 79,000, among whom are 100 to 150 Jews.
53. About 30 elderly Jews eat a free dinner five days each week at a rented hall,
and another 14 older Jews receive community meals at home. The community
would like to recover its synagogue, which now is used as a sports hall.
54. More than 40 Jews attended a kabbalat Shabbat meal at which the writer
was present. A few of the mostly elderly participants arrived early at the hall in
order to consult with a local physician. Igor Darievsky, President of the Jewish
community and a man in his forties, greeted many of the individuals by name.
Two women read Shabbat prayers from a manuscript and others attempted,
usually with considerable hesitation, to follow a modified Shabbat ritual. Two
tzedakah canisters were passed around the table during the meal; the proceeds
were to be used for assistance to individuals who are ill.
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Following the meal, the writer spoke with the only child in attendance, an elevenyear old girl. In answer to a question about other Jewish children in the city, the
girl responded in English that there were “practically none”.

Donetsk

55. Located about 120 miles to the east of Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk is a major
city of slightly over one million inhabitants and is the administrative center of
Donetsk oblast. It is the leading city of the Donbas (Don River basin) region, an
area whose economy is based on overworked and underproducing coal mines
(and related heavy metallurgical and chemical industries). Donetsk is severely
depressed and frequently in the news for strikes by unpaid miners and for mine
disasters.76 Estimates of the number of Jews residing in the city range from
15,000 to 30,000.
56. During the writer’s only previous visit to the city, in 1994, Jewish communal
life had been dominated by a major rift between activists, who were divided into
two groups, appropriately designated Aleph and Bet. Each sponsored its own
social/cultural organization and activities for children. Although the immediate
cause of the friction, a troublesome woman, had emigrated, the two groups
persisted in their enmity. A young Israeli Orthodox rabbi posted to the city by JDC
was unable to cope with the situation.77
57. Rabbi Pinchas Vishedski, an Israeli associated with the Chabad movement,
arrived in Donetsk in 1995, shortly after the departure of the first rabbi. He dealt
with communal conflict by ignoring it and by establishing a network of inclusive
institutions. Now Chief Rabbi of Donetsk, Rabbi Vishedski is highly respected
throughout Ukraine for his great energy and numerous accomplishments.
Rabbi Vishedski is an enthusiastic advocate of Rabbi Meir Stambler’s regional
approach to Jewish communal programming. Eight Israeli yeshiva students who
are learning in Donetsk spend weekends and other blocs of time in surrounding

76

The most recent mine explosion occurred on May 24, 1999, taking the lives of 39 miners. A
total of 358 miners were killed in local mines in 1998.
77

At the time, JDC supported rabbis in four post-Soviet cities and was seeking candidates to fill
rabbinic posts in another four cities. Budget pressures forced the termination of the rabbinic
placement program by the late 1990s.
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smaller communities, leading Shabbat and holiday activities and working with
Jewish youth and other groups.78
58. A Donetsk synagogue has been extensively remodeled in a contemporary
style. In addition to a large sanctuary, it has a small museum, a community
library, and several classrooms and meeting rooms. It houses or manages a
number of programs focusing on different segments of the Jewish community.
In cooperation with JDC, it serves hot meals to between 40 and 50 elderly Jews
every day and prepares additional meals to be delivered to homebound seniors.
Its “Golden Age Club” offers various religious, educational, and cultural programs
for Jewish elderly.
A machon or educational institution for adolescent girls and young women
attracts 22 participants between the ages of 14 and 22 twice each week for
instruction in Torah, other Judaic studies, and music. The program is organized
into two age groups.
Thirty to forty young men between the ages of 18 and 35 study in an afternoon
yeshiva three times each week. Eight individuals learn more intensively and are
expected to assume paraprofessional positions in smaller Jewish population
centers within a few years.
A youth club attracts about 40 youngsters on Sundays. They participate in
informal Jewish education activities, Hebrew classes, a variety of recreational
pursuits, computer studies, and holiday celebrations.
A student club sponsors discussion groups, computer studies, Hebrew and
Judaic classes, and recreational and social activities. About 25 students
participate on a regular basis.
The synagogue sponsors its own Hebrew ulpan, in addition to those offered by
the Jewish Agency.
Rabbi Vishedski hopes that a former Jewish communal building will be returned to
the Jewish community soon. He hopes to convert it into a dormitory for

78

See pages 49-50. Smaller Jewish population centers in Donetsk oblast include Artyemovsk,
Mariupol, Kramatorsk, Yenakievo, Slavyansk, Konstantinovka, Makeyevka, Krasnoarmeisk,
Druzhkovka, and Shakhtyorsk. The Jewish population in each of these cities ranges from 20 to
500. Rabbi Vishedski also worked in Lugansk (3,500 to 5,000 Jews), the center of neighboring
Lugansk oblast. His outreach efforts led to the appointment of a fulltime Chabad rabbi in that city,
Rabbi Sholom Gopin, who supervises both religious activities and JDC operations in Lugansk and
about 10 smaller Jewish population centers, none with more than about 200 Jews. Rabbi Gopin
arrived in Lugansk in May 1999.
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youngsters from outlying cities and towns who will attend the local Jewish day
school.
59. Rabbi Vishedski started a Jewish day school in September 1996, which now
enrolls 250 pupils in grades one through seven. Successive grades will be added
each year until the full 11-year curriculum of Ukrainian schools is offered. Ninety
percent of pupils are Jews according to halakha and the remainder are Jews
according to the more liberal provisions of the Israeli Law of Return. Thirty to 35
youngsters leave the school each year, most emigrating to Israel with their
parents.
The school is located in a large building some distance from the center of the city.
Five buses and two vans are used to transport youngsters between their homes
and the school.
Three teachers from Israel teach all pupils three classes in Hebrew each week,
two classes in Jewish tradition and two in Torah, plus one class hour in Jewish
music. Pupils celebrate all Jewish holidays.
A computer room has 10 Pentium 233 computers. At the time of the writer’s visit,
a sixth grade class was learning how to use computer graphics programs. Art
classes also seemed advanced, and the school building is pleasantly decorated
with student artwork depicting various scenes in Israel and aspects of Jewish life.
The school sponsors extracurricular groups in music, dance, and
theater.
It has better physical
education facilities than are found
in many schools, including an
adjacent soccer field. However,
the soccer field requires significant
renovation.
Members of a Donetsk Jewish day
school boys’ dance ensemble practice
their routine. They have performed in
several cities.

In addition to preparing meals for school pupils, the school kitchen prepares
JDC-subsidized “take-out” meals for 88 elderly Jews three times each week.
School buses transport the seniors to the school to pick up the food and then
return them to their apartments.
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60. A Jewish preschool, which was started in 1994, now enrolls 30 children
between the ages of three and six. A large and well-equipped fenced-in
playground is adjacent to the school.
61. Joint Distribution Committee operations in Donetsk are supervised from
Dnipropetrovsk. The writer spoke briefly with Iosif Khazin, the local Donetsk JDC
representative. Mr. Khazin began his remarks by referring warmly to Rabbi
Vishedski who, said Mr. Khazin, unified the Jewish community after a bitter
conflict had split local Jews into two mutually hostile factions.
Mr. Khazin said that the local hesed, Hesed Tzedekah, provides service to 6,150
elderly Jews in Donetsk oblast, 3,300 of whom live in Donetsk itself. A nutrition
program provides hot meals to 450 individuals at several sites, including the day
school. One-hundred twenty homebound seniors receive patronage (home
assistance) services; additional Jewish elderly require such aid, but the hesed
lacks appropriate funding, and inadequate municipal transport systems cause
difficulty for current patronage workers trying to reach their intended work
assignments. The hesed offers several services on its own premises, including
clubs and socializing opportunities, Shabbat and holiday celebrations, medical
and dental care, rental of medical equipment, programs for vision-impaired
people, and hairdressing for both men and women. JDC has provided a monthly
budget of $350 for local purchase of medicines, an amount that Mr. Khazin
considers very inadequate; he has been promised an increase in this budget line.
Most Jewish elderly, commented Mr. Khazin, are grateful for anything that the
hesed is able to give them. However, some seniors are so embittered by their
pain-filled lives that they are unable to express appreciation at all. Instead, they
greet service-providers by snarling, “Is this all that you brought me? Just this?”
Such experiences, said Mr. Khazin, generate serious morale problems among
hesed workers.
62. The writer was unable to speak with the local Jewish Agency representative,
whose offices are adjacent to those of JDC. Aliyah from Donetsk is high, about
1,700 people each year. JAFI believes that poor economic conditions in the area
can encourage even more local Jews to move to Israel. As noted elsewhere, It
hopes to reinforce its local Donetsk staff with a professionally-trained Israeli aliyah
shaliach (emissary) in September.

Kharkiv
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63. With a population of 1.5 million, Kharkiv is the second largest city in Ukraine.
Its proximity to the Don River Basin (Donbas) and Krivoy Rog iron ore range led to
its development as a major center of heavy industry. Kharkiv also hosts a number
of Ukrainian institutions of higher education. Financial distress has led to
significant contraction of several sectors of the economy, including industry,
higher education, and medical services. A city of unusual political complexity,
Kharkiv was capital of Ukraine from 1921 to 1934. Although heavily russified and
home to a RNE (Russian National Unity) group, UNA-UNSO (Ukrainian
nationalists) also has followers in the city.
The Jewish population of Kharkiv is about 36,000. Kharkiv and Cincinnati are
“sister cities”, but a functional relationship has proved difficult to attain at either the
municipal or Jewish communal levels due to difficult operating conditions in
Kharkiv as well as a lack of commitment in Cincinnati.
64. Rabbi Moishe Moskowitz, a Chabad hasid and Chief Rabbi of Kharkiv,
believes that the general atmosphere in Kharkiv is much better than it was last
year. The improvement reflects the reality that the governor of Kharkiv oblast and
the mayor of the city are allies and work well together, as opposed to previous
years in which other men occupying those posts were competitors. Rabbi
Moskowitz noted that both the governor and the mayor attended a Holocaust
memorial observation this year at Drobitsky Yar, a site where 15,000 Jews were
massacred on December 26, 1941.
Notwithstanding the improved political atmosphere, the local economy remains
very troubled. Jewish emigration continues at a high rate. Many young people
are leaving for Israel; some older people prefer to go to Germany because that
country offers superior economic benefits to immigrants.
65.
Rabbi Moskowitz expressed optimism that the bizarre and troubling
situation regarding Eduard Khodos may soon be resolved. Mr. Khodos, who
claimed to represent the World Union for Progressive Judaism (Reform
movement) in the city, occupied the second floor and half of the basement in the
choral synagogue.79
79

Both Chabad and Mr. Khodos had claimed the large choral synagogue. Oblast officials had
divided the structure between the two groups, assigning the ground floor to Chabad, the second
floor to Mr. Khodos, and dividing the basement between them. Because Mr. Khodos controls the
women’s balcony and, thus, the “airspace” in the synagogue sanctuary, the sanctuary is not used.
(The sanctuary is in ruins and unusable. See photo on p. 64.) Rabbi Moskowitz holds services
(attracting 130 individuals on Shabbat) and other synagogue activities in a large vestibule.
Chabad built a mikveh in its half of the basement; Mr. Khodos operated an “extreme boxing”
(minimoto) club in its portion of the basement. Rabbi Moskowitz obtained foreign funding for
extensive exterior renovation of the synagogue, including restoration of its copper cupola and
replacement of gutters and downspouts, which was completed in early 1998. A fire, which
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Mr. Khodos currently is appealing a court decision convicting him of vandalizing
an electrical meter in the synagogue. Rabbi Moskowitz explained that the water
and electrical meters for the synagogue are located in a closet in the section of
the basement controlled by Mr. Khodos. Periodically, Mr. Khodos (or the young
men in his boxing club) would vandalize the meters. Meter readers would report
the damage and suspend further service to the synagogue until a fine was paid.
Mr. Khodos always refused to pay the fine, referring local authorities to Rabbi
Moskowitz. Because his section of the synagogue (including a soup kitchen
subsidized by JDC) was dependent on the same service, Rabbi Moskowitz paid
the fine. After several cycles of paying fines for damage that Chabad did not
cause, Rabbi Moskowitz arranged for separate electricity cables to be installed in
Chabad-controlled areas of the synagogue. (Rabbi Moskowitz said that municipal
utility authorities were aware that Mr. Khodos was responsible for the damage and
were sympathetic to the Chabad request for the change in service.)80
Mr. Khodos’ judicial appeal seems muted, observed Rabbi Moskowitz. It appears
that Mr. Khodos is attempting to portray himself as a victim of persecution by
Chabad on the grounds that he is a representative of Progressive Judaism. Mr.
Khodos met with officials of both the Communist Party of Ukraine and Ukrainian
nationalists in Kyiv, requesting their support. However, both groups declined to
advocate on his behalf. Rabbi Moskowitz said that neither of the two WUPJ
groups in Kharkiv was supporting Mr. Khodos.81 In a visit to Kyiv one week after
speaking with Rabbi Moskowitz, the writer was told by Rabbi David Wilfond of
WUPJ, that both of the WUPJ groups in Kharkiv had been dissolved. Further,
said Rabbi Wilfond, WUPJ no longer supported Mr. Khodos; the initial association
with him had been forced by the President of the Association of Congregations for
appears to have originated in two places simultaneously, broke out in the synagogue sanctuary on
August 30, 1998. It caused severe damage and is believed to have been started by individuals
associated with Mr. Khodos.
Mr. Khodos often espouses strong Ukrainian nationalist and anti-American views. On several
occasions, he has purchased time on local television programs in which he is shown burning
American flags. His ritual in these performances is to wear a kipa (Jewish headcover) and light a
torch from an eternal flame at a war monument. He has asserted during television programs and
in newspaper interviews that Jews are money-hungry and that he understands why Hitler wanted
to kill Jews. Mr. Khodos finished a poor third in a three-person election for mayor in 1998.
80

After Mr. Khodos or people associated with him vandalized the basement meters following
installation of separate meters in the Chabad-controlled area of the synagogue, Mr. Khodos again
refused to pay the fine. He blamed Chabad for the subsequent termination of electrical service to
his section of the synagogue, a charge that was widely believed by individuals associated with the
World Union for Progressive Judaism.
81

Mr. Khodos was president of a group called The Liberal Jewish Community. A second Kharkiv
group, Religious Community of Progressive Judaism, was headed by another individual, but also
was effectively controlled by Mr. Khodos.
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Progressive Judaism in Ukraine, who subsequently had a falling-out with Mr.
Khodos.
In the meantime, said Rabbi Moskowitz, electrical service to Mr. Khodos’ section
of the synagogue has not been renewed. Most of his activities have ceased, with
the exception of Shabbat morning gatherings on the second floor by a small group
of elderly men (without the presence of Mr. Khodos). Mr. Khodos no longer
resides on the second floor and he appears to have removed most of his personal
belongings from the synagogue. The extreme boxing club no longer meets in the
basement. Rabbi Moskowitz is optimistic that the situation will be resolved in his
favor.
Rabbi Moskowitz believes that the oblast and the city strongly desire that the
choral synagogue be restored; the presence of an elegant choral synagogue will
testify to the city’s tolerance and enhance its appearance.82 If they had not
charged Mr. Khodos with vandalism, they would have prosecuted him on some
other charges. Rabbi Moskowitz is confident that the appeal will be decided in his
favor.
Government authorities are aware that Chabad will proceed with
renovation of the structure only if it is assured full use of the entire building. A
wealthy local Jew already has
promised Rabbi Moskowitz
substantial funding for restoration.

The interior of the Kharkiv choral
synagogue is in ruins.

66.
Regarding local fundraising, Rabbi Moskowitz said that four wealthy Jews
in Kharkiv contribute fairly large sums of money to his operations. However, he
lamented, they were much more enthusiastic about funding special projects than
supporting day-to-day needs of the community.

82

The synagogue was built in 1909. It was expropriated by the state during the Soviet period and
designated a historic landmark. The Department of Architecture (Отдел архитектуры) of Kharkiv
oblast holds title to the building, although the Jewish community was never compensated for its
seizure.
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67.
Despite severe economic difficulties and the prominence in Kharkiv life of
several wealthy Jews, antisemitism has not increased in the city, said Rabbi
Moskowitz. However, the continuing deterioration of economic conditions has
generated new Jewish emigration. “Kharkiv is leaving,” he said.
68.
Rabbi Levi Reitzes, an associate of Rabbi Moskowitz, continues to carry a
heavy teaching load in the Chabad day school (see below). However, he and
Rabbi Chaim Levinson, a local individual, also are doing outreach work in a
number of smaller Jewish population centers elsewhere in the oblast.
69. The Chabad day school (School #170) enrollment is stable, with 450 pupils
in two different buildings. The pre-school and lower grades are in a former preschool building, and the middle and upper grades occupy one full floor and
portions of the other two floors of a public middle school building. As the
enrollment of the middle school is declining from year to year (due to the falling
birthrate in Ukraine), Rabbi Moskowitz is hopeful that the municipality will soon
assign its dwindling number of pupils to other schools and permit School #170 to
use the entire structure.
JDC recently dedicated a pedagogical center in the day school. It occupies one
room, containing work tables and other furniture and equipment for teachers. The
center also includes various educational resource materials.
All day school students have three hours of instruction each week in Jewish
tradition and another three hours in Hebrew language. Some classes also have
three class periods of Jewish literature each week. Three teachers from Israel
and the United States teach most of the Judaic courses.
Twenty-five boys in grades seven through nine have elected to learn in a more
intensive yeshiva environment, devoting mornings to Jewish studies and
afternoons to secular courses. Boys in this curriculum had completed lower
school at the regular day school. The yeshiva program will be extended through
grade 11, after which almost all boys are expected to emigrate to Israel. Rabbi
Moskowitz anticipates that most will enter Israeli universities, but that some will
enroll in Israeli yeshivas. Kharkiv yeshiva pupils learn in a small, separate
building that is attached to the day school. Some youngsters who had hoped to
participate in this program have been refused permission to do so by their
parents.
70.
As in previous summers, Kharkiv Chabad will operate a summer camp in
1999. The camp will enroll 120 boys and 120 girls in separate three-week
sessions. Ten young men and 10 young women from the United States will staff
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the respective sessions, assisted by local young adults. In common with other
Chabad rabbis in the successor states, Rabbi Moskowitz recruits a significant
number of non-day school pupils to attend camp so that additional local young
people will be exposed to Judaism.83 Some of these youngsters subsequently
enroll in the Chabad day school.
Rabbi Moskowitz will operate a family camp in the week between the boys’ and
girls’ sessions. Although a staple of Joint Distribution Committee programming
for several years, family camping is a recent addition to the Chabad agenda.
71. The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America (OU; New York)
operates a multi-faceted Zionist-oriented program in Kharkiv that focuses on
Jewish adolescents and young adults. Rabbi Shlomo Assraf continues to direct
the project from Israel, visiting Kharkiv from time to time. The on-site director is
Rabbi Natanel Avivi, a young Israeli now in his first year in Kharkiv; Rabbi Avivi
stated that he plans to remain in his position at least two years.
The OU headquarters are at the Joseph K. Miller Torah Center84 in the center of
Kharkiv. The building includes a synagogue, various meeting and activity rooms,
a dining room and kitchen, dormitory space for pupils attending the local OU
school (see below), and apartments for Israeli staff.
Lycee Sha’alvim, a joint project of the OU Joseph K. Miller Torah Center and
Kibbutz Sha’alvim in Israel, is a private school that enrolled 100 pupils in grades
seven through eleven in September 1998. Enrollment in early May 1999 was 90,
the decrease due mainly to pupil emigration to Israel with their families. Rabbi
Avivi said that 39 of the 98 pupils attending the school in April 1998 (the time of
the writer’s last visit to the Lycee) went to Israel at the end of the 1997-98 school
year, most in the Na’aleh program or with their parents. A few others went to the
United States or to Germany with their families.
Twenty-five of the current pupils -- 11 boys and 14 girls -- are boarding students.
All but one are from other Ukrainian cities, and most are from smaller Jewish
population centers in eastern Ukraine.
The building of the Lycee is located some distance from the center of the city.
Pupils study both a general secular curriculum and 12 to 13 class hours weekly of
Jewish subjects. One particularly advanced class learns all Jewish subjects in
83

Kharkiv is unusually rich in Jewish summer camps. The Chabad camp operates alongside
coeducational summer camps operated by the Orthodox Union and by the Jewish Agency. (See
below.) Some youngsters attend several camps each summer.
84

The Joseph K. Miller Torah Center was established in Kharkiv in 1991 in memory of Mr. Miller,
then the Treasurer of the Orthodox Union, who was killed in the explosion of Pan American
Airways flight #103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.
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Hebrew. Six teachers (three couples) from Israel teach Judaic subjects, assisted
by four yeshiva/seminary students from Israel. The latter also work as youth
leaders and dormitory counselors.
Rabbi Avivi said that the Lycee will begin to enroll fifth and sixth graders in
autumn 1999, hoping to increase the total school census to 150 youngsters. The
fifth and sixth graders will be drawn from the local Jewish population and will learn
all secular subjects for those age groups plus a Jewish curriculum that is
somewhat less intense than that for pupils in seventh grade and above. Because
the fifth and sixth graders (11 and 12 year-olds in Ukrainian schools) are much too
young to emigrate to Israel on their own (in the Na’aleh or other youth programs),
it is anticipated that they will remain at the school for at least four or five years,
thus providing the OU with greater opportunities for a continuity of educational
programs.
The OU Youth Center, which meets at the Joseph K. Miller Torah Center, hosts a
students’ group (40 university students), a teen club (20 adolescents), and a
Sunday school for about ten youngsters between the ages of eight and 12.
Additional youngsters attend special events, such as holiday celebrations, at the
Center. The focus of the Center is on educational and socializing activities.
OU staff visit other Jewish communities in the region of Kharkiv (such as Sumy
and Poltava) and elsewhere in eastern Ukraine (such as Lugansk and
Zaporizhya) and work with Chabad and Aish Hatorah to sponsor shabbatonim and
other activities that reach out to Jewish youth. They are considering opening a
youth center in another city.
The OU/National Conference on Synagogue Youth sponsors a two-week summer
camp that is expected to enroll between 150 and 200 campers in 1999, divided
into three age groups from elementary school pupils through university students.
In common with the approach of other Jewish camps in Ukraine, youngsters with
no active participation in other Jewish activities are recruited for the camp so that
they may be exposed to some Jewish programming. Some will enroll in the
Lycee.
In addition to youth activities, both the Center and the Lycee participate in the
local JDC hesed program, each serving hot meals to 40 elderly Jews five days
each week. The OU kitchens also prepare another 130 meals that are distributed
through the hesed meals-on-wheels program.
72.
The Kharkiv Hillel student group appears to have undergone a major
transformation from the writer’s last meeting with their representatives in April
1998. At that time they were housed in a small building attached to the Chabad
day school, a logical location as the nucleus of the group had been graduates of
that school. However, even at that time, their membership was drawn from a
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dozen different universities and other post-secondary institutes across the city and
from a few other towns in the oblast.
Their leadership appeared both
spontaneous and thoughtful. They were enthusiastic about the opportunities
provided them to organize their own activities, proud of their accomplishments,
and concerned about their futures in a society that seemed to be collapsing
around them.
Hillel now has one room of moderate size in a new Jewish Community Center
(see below). In a brief meeting, its leadership seemed generally stiff and
rehearsed. They denied emphatically that any of their 150 members were
considering emigration, a strange assertion in view of the facts that their
immediate past leadership has emigrated and that Jewish emigration from Kharkiv
is high and is increasing. The presence of other individuals in the room deterred
the writer from pursuing this and other issues further. Hillel members showed the
writer a photo album of their activities for the past year. The pictures showed an
array of common Hillel programs in the post-Soviet states, including social
activities, various interest/hobby groups, leadership of Pesach seders, and family
camp experiences.
73.
A suite of two surgical rooms and related facilities (examining rooms,
waiting rooms, large storage closets, and undesignated space) has been donated
to the Kharkiv Jewish community by Hospital #17, an institution that specializes
in urology. Rabbi Moishe Moskowitz had approached the hospital in the hope that
it might make some facilities available for ritual circumcisions of adult males.85
The hospital not only agreed to provide appropriate facilities whenever necessary,
but donated a discrete section of a central building to the Jewish community
(represented by Chief Rabbi Moishe Moskowitz), suggesting that it develop the
space for advanced medical care.86
Even before Rabbi Moskowitz could make appropriate contacts with a potential
partner organization, a wealthy local Jew arranged for the renovation of the
space, applying new tiles to the ceiling, walls, and floors, and installing two
surgical lamps in one of the
surgery rooms.

85

An Israeli-trained and experienced mohel (ritual circumcision specialist) associated with Rabbi
Yaakov Bleich of Kyiv and based in the Ukrainian capital visits many Ukrainian cities to perform
this rite for Jewish males who did not undergo circumcision as infants under the Soviet regime.
86

It is possible that the hospital administration is aware of the Boston Jewish community health
care projects in Dnipropetrovsk.
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Anatoly Girshfeld, a local man, funded the renovation of two surgical rooms and ancillary
space in Kharkiv Hospital #17. The facility is used for occasional circumcisions.

After visiting the space with Rabbi Moskowitz, the writer contacted Jewish
Healthcare International, a new non-profit organization that works collaboratively
with Jewish organizations and Israeli institutions to extend medical support to the
post-Soviet states and other countries. A JHI delegation intends to visit Kharkiv in
October to explore potential use of the facilities with local medical personnel and
representatives of the Kharkiv Jewish population.
74.
George Feingold, an intense and energetic Israeli, opened the Kharkiv
office of the Joint Distribution Committee in 1997. He is due to leave the city
and return to Israel this summer.
Without prompting from the writer, Mr. Feingold acknowledged that the 1997
organization of a JDC representation in Kharkiv was late.87 However, he
continued, JDC now has an “empire” in the city and the oblast. Indeed, the JDC
budget for Kharkiv is higher than that for several other post-Soviet cities in which
the Jewish population is larger.
Mr. Feingold observed that Jewish young people were emigrating from Kharkiv in
large numbers, pushing the proportion of elderly Jews in the city to more than 70
percent.88 JDC hesed services reach 11,000 individuals in Kharkiv and additional
elderly in smaller cities in towns in Kharkiv, Poltava, and Sumy oblasts. In his
view, the distribution of food parcels is the most important form of aid extended to
Jewish seniors, continued Mr. Feingold, but the Kharkiv hesed (Hesed Maalot)
also serves hot meals to 1,200 people four to five times each week in nine
different locations89 and operates 22 “warm homes”, each serving about 15
people three times weekly. Hesed patronage services reach almost 1,000
individuals with various home services (various forms of personal assistance) and
87

Prior to the establishment of the Kharkiv office, JDC had attempted to manage its Kharkiv
operations from its Kyiv base, including Kyiv and Kharkiv in an administrative area known to JDC
as “northern Ukraine”. Ukraine is divided more naturally into eastern and western regions plus a
southern region around Odessa. JDC organized its Ukraine Eastern Region only in 1997.
88

A 70 percent proportion of Jewish elderly (in Ukraine, 60 years of age and older) is common in
smaller post-Soviet Jewish population centers, but unusual in larger concentrations. Following her
discussion with Mr. Feingold, the writer checked his estimate with several other Kharkiv Jews in
positions of community responsibility; one expressed skepticism, positing a proportion of Jewish
elderly at 60 percent, but three others found Mr. Feingold’s estimate plausible.
89

The nine different locations include both Chabad school buildings, the Chabad synagogue, the
OU school, the OU youth center, Hesed Maalot, and three restaurants with which the hesed has
contracts.
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truly “save lives”. Hesed Maalot also provides medical consultations, clubs and
other socializing opportunities, holiday celebrations, repair services, and elder day
care.
JDC opened a Jewish Community Center in January (see below) and now is
hoping to expand its programs for individuals in the “post-Hillel” age group, that is,
between 25 and 60. Mr. Feingold said that his office also offers planning and
other assistance to twelve different community organizations, including a local
Jewish theater, weekly Jewish television program (Mishpocha), Jewish war
veterans group, ghetto prisoners group, Drobitsky Yar Memorial Center, Hillel,
Open Jewish University, Jewish day schools and preschool, the Orthodox Union
and Aish Hatorah programs, a Maccabee sports group, and the synagogue.

75.
The writer met separately with Sviatoslav Dolgin at Hesed Maalot, which is
located in a building recently remodeled to JDC specifications. A room for social
gatherings is on the ground floor, and other services are dispensed from the
second floor. Second-floor premises include medical consultation offices, a
medical equipment distribution center, a library, hairdressing facilities, and offices
for the coordination of patronage services, food distribution, and other activities.
Mr. Dolgin, a local man, said that the average monthly pension in Kharkiv, a large
industrialized city, is $17 to $20, but that most elderly assisted by Hesed Maalot
receive about $15. The most severely impoverished are disabled people who
have not yet reached retirement age; their monthly disability payments, he said,
may be only $8.
The hesed tries to ease the financial burden by arranging with two pharmacies in
the city to provide certain pharmaceutical products to hesed clients at discounts
of ten percent to 90 percent. Individuals seeking such a discount must present a
prescription verified by a hesed physician. The hesed pays the drugstores about
$1,000 monthly to cover this service. Hesed Maalot has received one shipment of
medicines from the Ted Meyers JDC program, but this endeavor is difficult to
sustain due to ongoing problems with Ukrainian customs authorities.90
In answer to a question, Mr. Dolgin said that Hesed Maalot had not yet developed
any special programs for handicapped children. However, families of such
children receive medicine from the hesed, medical equipment, food parcels, and
meals-on-wheels when needed.

90

Dr. Ted Meyers is a physician associated with JDC who has established a list of essential
medicines that are shipped to hasadim from Amsterdam. Customs authorities in the post-Soviet
states, apparently motivated by both corruption and officiousness, routinely create barriers to the
import of medicines and other welfare goods designated for non-profit use.
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Mr. Dolgin outlined the new programs that Hesed Maalot had implemented since
the writer’s last visit one year previously. A mobile hesed visits 280 elderly Jews
who live in outlying areas of Kharkiv oblast, often no more than one to five
individuals in any village. The hesed brings them Jewish literature, a cultural
program, medicines, and medical equipment. Second, a day center for elderly
Jews operates three times weekly at Hesed Maalot, providing seniors with
medical care, a hot meal, various cultural programs, and hairdressing services.
Third, patronage service to homebound elderly and handicapped now includes a
laundry component. Hesed Maalot arranges for the laundering of garments and
linens by a commercial laundry.
Fourth, a psychologist is now advising
patronage workers how to work with difficult clients. Fifth, the hesed had
launched a “serious program” for World War II veterans and Holocaust survivors;
they are receiving food parcels once or twice each month, medicines, and reading
material geared to their interests.
Among the hesed priorities for new services, said Mr. Dolgin, is a program for
vision-impaired children. He would like to include arts and crafts, singing, and
dancing -- activities that he believes would boost the self-esteem of such
youngsters.
Mr. Dolgin said that Hesed Maalot has enlisted more than 400 volunteers who
assist in the provision of various services. For example, volunteers manage the
hesed library and supervise the distribution of medical equipment.
76.
A Jewish Community Center had opened in Kharkiv in January,
occupying the ground floor of a building in the center of the city. At the time of the
writer’s visit, work crews were preparing the facility for a formal dedication
scheduled for June. The JCC includes a room used both as a gymnasium and a
dance studio, an arts and crafts room, an auditorium, a kitchen, and an office for
the Hillel student organization. When fully operational, the JCC will offer 22
programs, including: classes in various Jewish subjects and in Hebrew, Yiddish,
and English; Jewish cooking; arts and crafts; computer technology; klezmer
music; and several types of dance.
77.
Miron Lahat, the representative of the Jewish Agency for Israel, had
assumed responsibilities in Kharkiv two weeks before the writer’s visit to the city.
He had come to Kharkiv from a similar position in Ekaterinburg (Ural Mountains
area in Russia); his predecessor in Kharkiv, Grigory Masezhnik, had replaced
him in Ekaterinburg. The exchange of positions had been necessitated by an
agreement between the Ukrainian and Israeli governments that Mr. Masezhnik
would leave Ukraine after a JAFI aliyah recruitment program targeting Kharkiv
Jewish scientists angered Ukrainian security officials.91
91

See p. 23 of this report.
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The Kharkiv JAFI office is responsible for JAFI operations in four oblasts -Kharkiv, Poltava, Sumy, and Lugansk. Mr. Lahat said that aliyah from these
oblasts had decreased 20 percent since the first of the year, but predicted that it
would rise shortly as it always has in the warmer months (and particularly after the
school year ends). He noted that the closure of JAFI offices for Pesach in late
March and April had reduced the flow of emigration during that period.
Mr. Lahat believes that about 60,000 Jews reside in the entire area, but the
specific number of Jews and the course of aliyah are difficult to determine with
precision. Many “closet” Jews remain; some emerge after several generations of
concealing their origins and ask JAFI to assist them in finding documentation to
support their claim to make aliyah. Others, however, will continue to conceal their
ethnic backgrounds.
The Kharkiv JAFI office supports 70 ulpan classes throughout the region in 1999,
29 of which are/will be in Kharkiv. Fourteen hundred individuals were enrolled in
ulpan classes during April. In smaller towns, said Mr. Lahat, enrollment in an
ulpan class is indication of intention to make aliyah soon; in fact, many Jews from
smaller towns remain in an ulpan only two or three months before leaving. In
larger cities, many ulpan students are thinking about aliyah, but have not yet
established a departure timetable.
JAFI in Kharkiv had recently received six computers, a gift that will enable them
to offer professional ulpans that combine Hebrew study with the computer training
necessary for many professional positions in Israel. Mr. Lahat hoped to begin
ulpan-related computer classes in June and to have additional computer activities
ready for youth and young adults shortly thereafter.
The Kharkiv JAFI office maintains a very active youth program, attracting about
1,000 youth (400 in Kharkiv alone) between the ages of eight and 18 on a regular
basis to various activities in ten youth clubs across the region. The Jewish
Agency also sponsors separate clubs for university students.
JAFI planned to operate six summer camps in the region in 1999. It would
repeat a popular program first offered in 1998 and subsidized by UJA-Federation
of New York. Two eight-day sessions, each accommodating 160 children, will be
open to youngsters between the ages of eight and ten. Parents of campers will
be invited to spend two nights with their children. Such programs have been
effective in encouraging aliyah among young families. Single eight-day camp
sessions will be offered for 160 youngsters each in the 12 to 14 and 15 to 17 yearold age groups as well as for university students. Finally, JAFI will subsidize the
Orthodox Union/National Conference on Synagogue Youth summer camp.92

92

See page 67.
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Mr. Lahat hopes to recruit outstanding youngsters from the various camps for a
trip to Poland in September. En route to Poland and a visit to Auschwitz, the
group will stop at several sites of Jewish interest in western Ukraine. However,
budget provisions for such a project remain uncertain.
When asked if circumstances surrounding the forced departure of his
predecessor, Grigory Masezhnik, were having any impact on his own situation in
Kharkiv, Mr. Lahat responded that his arrival in the city was so recent that he was
unable to form any conclusions about the aftereffects of this situation. Mr. Lahat
had not yet met with any local officials. However, he assumes that he should be
very careful. He intends to watch his steps because he realizes that others are
watching his steps.
Mr. Lahat said that he would like to work on collaborative projects with others in
the local Jewish community and with any Americans who are interested in working
with JAFI and with him. He is intrigued by the Kharkiv-Cincinnati sister-city
relationship because he spent two months in Cincinnati in the early 1970s as a
representative of the Israel Air Force at the General Electric plant there.

Observations

78.
The Ukrainian Jewish population is in a state of catastrophic demographic
decline. Its average age is about 56. Its death to birth ratio is 13:1. Its numbers
diminish by about 40,000 every year due to emigration of the more vital segments
of the population and the low birth rate, high mortality rate, and assimilation of
those who remain. Although the total Jewish population of Ukraine is popularly
reported to be between 300,000 and 400,000, a forthcoming report from the
Division of Demography and Statistics at Hebrew University in Jerusalem places
the “core” Jewish population of Ukraine at the beginning of 1998 at 132,000.
Emigration, which occurs disproportionately among younger segments of the
population, is likely to continue at a high rate and, in some areas, to grow.
Departures are spurred by local economic distress, greater opportunities in other
countries, desire for reunification with family members already abroad, and local
antisemitism. Interest in emigration to Israel is substantial, as is shown by
pressure exerted on the Jewish Agency to open additional Hebrew ulpan classes
in many cities. Similarly, enrollment in Jewish day schools, another indicator of
interest in Hebrew and Israel, remains stable in most areas and is growing in
some regions, notwithstanding emigration of many young families.
Jewish demographic decline has obvious implications for community-building and
for such pragmatic issues as communal property acquisition. It does not appear
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that all Jewish organizations active in Ukraine have devoted adequate attention to
this situation.
As the “core” Jewish population declines, the issue of the high rate of
intermarriage among Ukrainian Jewry looms ever larger. Whereas almost all day
schools under Chabad auspices declined to accept non-halakhic Jewish children
during the first half of the 1990s, many record a substantial minority non-halakhic
Jewish enrollment as the decade ends. Representatives of the Jewish Agency for
Israel and the State of Israel report that the Jewish identity of large numbers of
individuals planning aliyah is increasingly tenuous.
79.
Among the differences between Russian and Ukrainian Jewry is the
existence in Ukraine of several major and influential Jewish population centers
outside the national capital. In general, this pattern corresponds with the
demographic pattern for the larger Soviet and post-Soviet Ukrainian population.
Casual Western observers of Ukrainian Jewry rarely venture beyond Kyiv,
Odessa, and one or more former Kyiv-region shtetls, ignoring the large eastern
industrial cities of Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, and Donetsk. Just as these cities
produce significant leadership in the national government of Ukraine, they also
are producing notable Jewish leadership. For the immediate future, this
leadership appears vested in rabbinic ranks -- especially Rabbi Shmuel
Kaminezki of Dnipropetrovsk, Rabbi Pinchas Vishedski of Donetsk, and Rabbi
Meir Stambler, the Dnipropetrovsk-based head of Chabad operations in Ukraine - but lay leaders may emerge from this region as Ukrainian national Jewish
organizations stabilize. In contrast, it is difficult to envision national Russian
Jewish leadership, rabbinic or lay, rising outside Moscow.
80.
Antisemitism, too, differs in character and extent between Russia and
Ukraine. Contemporary Russian antisemitism appears to be driven by a number
of circumstances, including: a generalized bigotry and intolerance in Russia
directed toward various minority groups; escalating Russian nationalism, fed in
part by a sense of humiliation and frustration at the loss of Soviet superpower
status; a need in some sectors of the population to find scapegoats for current
economic distress; prominence of Jews among “oligarchs” with broad influence in
the Russian economy and media; a strong Communist party characterized by
steadfast Russian nationalist and antisemitic dogma; an underdeveloped legal
culture; a legal system unable to protect human rights; and a readiness to exploit
these conditions in political rhetoric for election campaigns.
Despite some expansion in visible Ukrainian anti-Jewish bigotry in recent months,
its expression appears much more muted than is the case in Russia. Except in
western Ukraine, long an incubator of Ukrainian nationalism, popular antisemitism
is much less generalized. Superpower status -- past or present, real or perceived
-- is not an issue in Ukraine. Ukrainian oligarchs, Jewish and non-Jewish, are
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less flamboyant than their counterparts in Russia. Ukrainian Communists are
weaker and less dogmatic than Russian Communists. Although antisemitism did
erupt in the last stages of the recent Kyiv mayoral campaign, it appeared episodic
and limited.93
81. Although continuing to permit Jewish departures, Ukraine has raised more
impediments to Jewish emigration than has been in the case in other post-Soviet
states in the western area of the former USSR. Harassment of Jewish Agency
emissaries and Jewish Agency operations has increased in recent months.
Complaints against ‘brain drain’ are common and reflect the high rate of Jewish
departures from Ukraine. Most observers believe that Ukraine will continue to
allow emigration if only because the right to free emigration is a critical issue in
both Israel-Ukraine and United States-Ukraine bilateral relations. However,
tension is likely to continue between the Jewish Agency for Israel and Ukraine.
82. The issue of Jewish children in distress persists in Ukraine and may even
intensify as the Ukrainian economy remains paralyzed. The four residential
programs in Ukraine for Jewish children -- in Dnipropetrovsk, Korosten, Kyiv, and
Odessa -- are overextended and underfunded, without assurance of ongoing
support. (The Orthodox Union program in Kharkiv may be considered a fifth
program as some of its boarding pupils are from troubled homes; however, the
intent of Lycee Sha’alvim is much less social welfare than education and aliyah.)
The Ahava day program in Kyiv that works with both able and disabled Jewish
children from economically-disadvantaged families also has been unable to attract
comprehensive assistance from either domestic or foreign sources.
83. Ukrainian Jewish organizations and institutions continue to be troubled by a
dearth of responsible indigenous leadership. Individual initiative, tolerance, and
accountability were little valued in Soviet society and are scarcely understood in
post-Soviet Ukraine. Consensus-building, planning, and priority-setting are
elusive skills. Whether in an indigenous organization or in a local branch of an
international agency, effective and honorable native leadership has been slow to
emerge. Rabbi Yaakov Bleich of Kyiv and Rabbi Shmuel Kaminezki of Dnipropetrovsk are rare in their commitment of time and energy to mentor local
individuals in developing communal leadership skills.
Too often, those who step forward as leaders are motivated by visions of
economic gain, raw power, or, in the case of Vadim Rabinovich of United Jewish
Community of Ukraine, the hope of legitimacy and credibility against potential
93

Some have theorized that the presence of dozens of Holocaust memorial sites throughout
Ukraine reminds even those Ukrainians who do not care to be reminded that antisemitism can
bear terrible consequences. Whereas German forces occupied all of Ukraine during World War
II, only a small portion of Russia came under Nazi control.
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prosecution for criminal activity.94 Although Mr. Rabinovich, as well as Eduard
Khodos of Kharkiv,95 are extreme cases, numerous other indigenous Jews have
emerged as local tyrants, obstructing community as they claim to build it. Their
shortcomings are magnified by respect conferred upon them by poorly informed
representatives of foreign organizations.96 In at least a half dozen cities across
Ukraine, disreputable individuals have been accorded recognition as legitimate
Jewish leaders by organizations attempting to operate Ukrainian programs by
remote control from Jerusalem or other distant centers.
Several organizations, from Chabad to more secular groups, have found that even
two-year programs of leadership education are inadequate for the transformation
of Soviet-style bosses into responsible civil leaders. For the Joint Distribution
Committee, the World Union for Progressive Judaism, and even the few local
efforts of B’nai B’rith, eagerness to create local representations without the
investment of substantial resources in leadership selection and training has
undermined potentially credible programs and created local autocracies reflecting
badly on the parent organizations.97
84. From Jewish communities in eastern Ukraine to those with both local and
national perspectives in Kyiv, hostility and resentment in the Jewish community
toward the institutional demeanor and spirit of the Joint Distribution Committee are
mounting.98 On one level, the exasperation reflects organizational jealousy borne
of the extraordinary resources and authority granted to JDC by the Conference on
Jewish Material Claims against Germany. However, antipathy extends beyond
classic institutional rivalry and addresses a number of basic Jewish community
issues. For example, it is broadly felt that JDC seems more concerned with
94

As this report was being completed toward the end of June 1999, Mr. Rabinovich’s apparent
strategy had failed. He was denied entry to Ukraine for five years because he engaged in
“activities [that] seriously damag[ed] the [Ukrainian] economy”. He was permitted to leave for
Israel, where he had acquired citizenship and owned property, several hours before Ukrainian
secuirity forces announced his banishment. See pp. 4-6.
95

See pp. 62-64.

96

See p. 16 regarding the attitude of Hillel in Ukraine toward Mr. Rabinovich. It is possible that
Mr. Akselrod was reflecting the policy of JDC, the local supervisor of Hillel in the successor states.
97
Rabbi Bleich has approved inclusion of several individuals with questionable track records in
the administration of the Jewish Confederation of Ukraine, fearing that their exclusion might create
enemies for the nascent organization. Unlike organizers of the agencies named above, Rabbi
Bleich is aware of the leadership styles of specific individuals. His own base in Ukraine is more
likely to enable careful monitoring of Confederation activities and intervention in a timely manner
when such becomes advisable.
98

Institutional demeanor and spirit should not be confused with certain specific JDC programs,
especially those that address the needs of elderly Jews, which are broadly admired by many in
local and national Jewish communal organizations.
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fulfilling specific centrally-determined program objectives than with relating to
individuals in need. Similarly, JDC is perceived as imposing its own institutional
models (such as heseds, Jewish community centers, or Hillel student organizations) upon local communities, often ignoring and eventually overwhelming
parallel nascent indigenous groups with potential to thrive if patiently nurtured.
Further, most communal organizations formed under JDC guidance appear
remarkably similar from community to community, even when conditions between
communities differ substantially.99
By the sheer size of its externally-imposed
agenda, it is not surprising that JDC is perceived by some to be destroying the
local community that it claims to be building.
JDC is viewed as being condescending and patronizing toward smaller organizations, even as some of these grass roots groups are accomplishing tasks at
which JDC itself has had only limited success, for example, distributing
pharmaceutical products to elderly Jews in smaller population centers. It has
shown a marked reluctance to consult with locally-based hasidic rabbis on policy
issues, although many of these rabbis have been in their positions for eight or
more years, building relationships with local Jews and government authorities that
elude representatives of JDC and other external organizations, who usually
remain in a locale for periods of one to three years.
Its lack of internal research capacity, combined with an apparent unwillingness to
consult external Soviet/post-Soviet area specialists, has generated some
questionable JDC policies. For example, the cited decision to form a “northern
Ukraine” operational region when basic political and economic conditions suggest
the greater practicality of other regional configurations, the primacy accorded
various community-building initiatives when local conditions indicate that aliyahoriented programs for younger segments of the Jewish population might be more
prudent, and its often nonchalant approach to local Jews of questionable background all bespeak a strange indifference to its own institutional credibility.
85. The public resignation of Yaakov Kedmi (Kazakov), a former refusenik, as
chief of Nativ after 22 years in the organization occurred while the writer was
visiting Ukraine. His forthcoming departure was greeted with great satisfaction
across the spectrum of individuals with whom the writer conferred. Mr. Kedmi is
widely perceived as small-minded and living in the past -- a past dominated by
the Soviet Union that no longer exists.100 The appointment of Zvi Magen, a former
99

For example, the general competence and institution-building capacity of local rabbis differs
markedly from one Jewish population center to another. Similarly, emigration is greater from some
Jewish population centers than from others.
100
Nativ, formerly known as the Lishkat Hakesher (in English, Liaison Bureau), was established in
1952 as a semi-clandestine entity attached to the Office of the Prime Minister of the State of Israel.
Its purpose was to develop and manage Israeli state policy concerning the large Jewish population
of the then Stalinist Soviet Union. It has continued to operate in the post-Soviet era, although its
mission is unclear and many of its self-designated tasks appear better suited to other
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Israeli ambassador to both Ukraine and Russia, as Mr. Kedmi’s successor, was
widely applauded. The installation of Mr. Magen as the new chief and concurrent
installation of a new Israeli government have created expectations of a
comprehensive review of Nativ operations and subsequent new mission statement defining significantly circumscribed Nativ responsibilities.

Betsy Gidwitz
June 30, 1999

All translations and photographs in this report are by the author.

organizations with defined standards of accountability, such as the Israeli Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Jewish Agency Department of Jewish Zionist Education. Nativ’s methods of
operation have been criticized severely in periodic reports of the Israeli State Comptroller.
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